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Yale Park Closed
Albuquerque District Judge James
Maloney will hold a hearing at 2 p.m.
Thursday to determine whether or not his
order to ·close Yale Park should be made
permanent.
Maloney ordered 'the city to close the
park last Thursday after a group of 11
businessmen sued the city for operating a
"public nuisance."
Items listed in the suit include narcotics
usage, damage to the park's grass and trees,
littering, "panhandling'' in the park
vicinity and participation in riots by
persons using the park. The suit was filed
on the heels of an outbreak of muggings,
robberies and stabbings in the area.
City policemen have been stationed in
the pa,rk around the .clock to keep the area
clear, and to prevent groups from
congregating in the immediate park
vicinity. Arrests being made in the park are
on the basis of contempt of court.
Related Incidents
Although only three arrests have been
made for violation of the order for the
park's closing, the court action sparked a
series of minor incidents that resulted in
other city parks, including Roosevelt and
Tingley Beach, on charges such as
disorderly conduct, carrying a deadly
weapon, resisting arrest and curfew
violation.
If the city discontinues use of the
property as a park, the problem will be
dumped itt UNM's lap as owner of about
half of the two acre park.
Heady Comment
Ferrel Heady, UNM President, had no
comment Tuesday in response to rumors
concerning the return of University
property in Yale Park to the school.
Heady said he was "not familiar enough
with the situation tC' know ... He added he
was out of town during last week's clearing
of the park.
Last week, Sherman Smith, vice
president for adm\nistrative affairs, said
UNM has "no specific plans" for the area
should District Court order the park
permanently closed.
Opposition
Organized opposition to the Yale Park
closing was coordinated by area resident
Rick Morgan. Morgan and fellow members
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of the ad hoc "Committee to Save the
Parks" picketed several business' fronting
Central across from Yale Park Monday and
Tuesday. On Monday, policemen were
stationed at the stores being picketed.
Businesses picketed were those whose
owners had filed the suit.
Initial reaction filOm most of
Albuquerque's City Commissioners, named
as co-defendants in the suit, was in favor of
the closing.
Commission
Commissioner Word Payne prepicted last
week permanent closing of the park would

be necessary and praised the business men
for their initiation of the court action.
Commissioner Louis Saavedra, who had
earlier voiced qpposition to closing of the
park, moderated his opposition to the
closing on the basis of the peaceful nature
of the park closing.
Commissioner Harry Kinney questioned
the validity of the closing of the park as a
"very long·range solution" to the problems
of the city's parks but added he "hoped it
works."
The closing of the park capped a
troubled· summer in the city's parks. In
June, confrontation in Roosevelt Park, on
tr ,,
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Coal Ave, between youths ancl police
touched off a two•day spree of
window·breaking and vandallsm that
included burning of a market t.tdjacent to
the park and looting in downtown
Albuquerque stores. The National Guard
was called in to keep the peace and
patrolled the city for several days after the
two days of trouble.
Summer Trouble
Through the summer, a dispute has
periodically flared about the housing of
transients in the city's parks. A proposal to
set up a camp in Rio Grande Park in the
Valley for persons travelling thxough
Albuquerque was met with strong
cohlmunity opposition and' the idea was
subsequently droppea. The question of
funding for a transient center is still in
question.
However, despite the scattered violent
incidents in the city's parks this summer,
the closing of Yale Park was peaceful.
Some 55 Albuquerque policemen cleare.d
the park at 8:30 a.tn. Thursday and postoo
signs announcing the park closing.
Policetnen armed with shotguns were
stationed on top of the city's reservoir
north of Yale Park, and some 20 patrolmen
were in the park and in the immediate
vicinity Thursday. However, the number of
police on park duty had dropped to about
10 by Tuesday,
Litter
,,
After the park was closed to the public
on Thursday, city employes cleaned up the
litter and debris in the park in response to
the suits charge that park users
"continually litter the park and the litttr
and waste is scattered to Central.,
The suit also levels the charge that
.,persons who use and inhabit Yale Park
have engaged in riots and caused extensi1e
damage to private property and destroyed
improvements in the park" (the trees and.
grass).
The suit, naming the city and the city
commissioner:; ru; cocdefendents, was filed
before 8 a.m. last Thursday by attorney
James E. Womack on behalf of Ernest :a.
Butterfield Jr., John Wichelns, Van Barber,
Larry Rainosek, RichardT. Meyers, Claude
Salazar, Loren Keller, Claude Scott, Van R.
White, Bob Bush and Ray H. Eit:hner.
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Members of ASUNM will go to the polls· next month to
vote on the already twice defeated ASUNM Budget for
1971-72.
The budget, which totals nearly one quarter of a million
dollars was defeated in the Spring election 978 to 722. Then
a revised budget was defeated in a special election conducted
in late May by a scant five votes with less than 400 students
voting. It is this same budget that will be voted on next
month.
The proposed budget totals $240,589.09 compared to
only $212,387 for the 1970-71 school year. The budget is
the primary source of authority for expenditure of ASUNM
funds and must be approved before major expenditures can
be made.
Galloping Apathy
Voting on the budget will be conducted in a special
referendum to be conducted over a two-day period, Sept. 14
and 15. Balloting will take P.lace in the north ballroom of the
Union from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on both days.
"The first time the budget was voted on it was defeated
primarily because of a campaign organized by the Union
crafts area personnel who objected to what they considered
inadequate funding to allow for the purchase of new
equipment," Don Burge, ASUNM Elections Commission
official said.
"Other than because of galloping apathy it was apparently
defeated a second time as a result of one student who
objected to the increase in presidential and vice-presidential
salaries and the amount The Lobo is funded. That student
was able to get enough people to come in and vote against
the budget to get it defeated.
Senators Didn't Vote
''Additionally, only five of the 20 ASUNM Senators
bothered to vote and virtually none of the people in the
crafts area showed up to vote the second time d~spite the
fact that they would have received virtually all the money
they requested," Burge added.
After the budget was defeated the second time the Senate
met in special session and passed a bill to allow for
emergency spending during the summer months. That
authority expires on Sept. 30, however. A number .of
agencies such as Speakers and Cultural Committees which
requires a long lead time to organize their series, however,
have gone ahead with their programs on the assumption they
will receive at least as much as the current proposed budget
allocates.
Should the budget be defeated a third time and the
allocation for those organizations reduced those committees
could be in trouble.
Salaries
Major expenditures in the budget are as follows:
Educational grants which pay the salaries of the president
and vice president have been increased to $4875 compared to
$2550 last year. Additionally, funds budgeted for office
expenses have been increased $1500 over last year while the
presidential and vice-presidential expense accounts have
jumped nearly $1000 from $630 last year to $1625 for
1971-72.
Salaries . for the three governmental secretaries have also
been increased from $5500 budgeted last year to $8655 for
(please tum to page 12)
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So Hurry Over
and
Try a Taco On Us
when you present this
coupon and purchase any
Mexican Food item

ONE FREE TACO
wHh any Moxic:Etll

Fo©d Pm"chaso
at I 830 lcm'd<JS NE
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Vern Curtis. . .

A move to prohibit
panhandling in the Union was
given final approval by the
University Regents Tuesday.
Earlier the Regents had also
agreed to statiop unarmed police
ill the Union. Both actions carne
as the result of a request by the
Union Board.
The Board, acting at the
1 request of the Regent~, asked that
three unarmed pol: !emen be
and the
assigned to the Uni•
Bookstore to help c down on
thefts and vandalism. he Union
Board also reported th1~ there was
a growing drug problem in the
buil :ing.
Policemen assi{,tned to the
building would work in ;hifts and
1
it is possible that the•· will be
times when no police! · \ is on
:~· Vern Curtis, Uniot ,rector,
Me bers

~============~

of

the Umversity

Nancy-Scoff Uniform Center
Uniforms
Mens and Ladies Lab Wear
(New location)
1502 Wyoming NE

community who violate the new
regulations will be tried before the
appropriate Univeuity
disciplinary body. Non-students
will be prosecuted in the
appropriate civil or criminal court.
Additionally, if a member of the
University community refuses to
it!entify himself as such upon
request he will be prosecuted as a
non·student.
The police and the Union
Board director will also be given
the power to request that anyone
violating the regulations leave the
building. Those people who refuse
can then be arrested for
trespassing, the regulations say.
In other action the Union
Board also ruled that no pets
except seeing eye dogs would be
allowed in the building. Pets
found in the building will be
turned over to the· Albuquerque
Animal Control Center. To handle
the animal problem the University
is planning to hire a dog catcher.
The following is a complete
text of the new regulations:
PART I
PROHIBITED CONDUCT
1. Solicitation of gifts or loans
or any type of begging i~
prohibited, except for
solicitations specifically approved
by the New Mexico Union Board.
2. Lying on the floor or
furniture is prohibited.
3. Violation of any criminal or
health safety laws of the City of
Albuquerque, County of
Bernalillo, State of New Mexico

or United States of America is
prohibited.
4,. Any disturbance of the
peace is prohibited.
5. Causing any damage to the
Union building, its furniture or its
equipment is prohibited.
6. No dogs, cats, or other pets
shall be allowed within the Union
building except for seeing·eye
dogs in actual use.
7. Failure to pay for any goods ·
or services is prohibited.
PART II
ENFORCEMENT
8. Any person violating these
regulations and persisting in
violation after due request to
desist or comply by authorized
personnel of the Union shall be
requested to leave the Union
building (See New Mexico
Statutes, Section 40A-20·10C.)
and shall be charged further as
herein provided.
9. Any person violating these
regulations who properly
identifies himself as a University
student, faculty member, or ~taff
member shall be subject to
disciplinary action in due
proceedings before appropriate
University disciplinary bodies and
may in addition be proceeded
against in accordance with
applicable law.
10. Any other person violating
these regulations shall be
proceeded against in accordance
with applicable law.
11. Any animaL in the Union
building in violation of Regulation
6, above, shall not be returned to
its owner but shall be delivered to
the Animal Control Center of the
City of Albuquerque.
Did you know
The average age of a Vietnam
Veteran was 26.7 years.
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New Mexico Lobo
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (605) 2774102,277-4202
The New Mexico Lobo flo published

dally f!Vei:Y' resular week of the Uni-

versity year bY the Baud of Student
Publications of the &aoclated Student..
of the University of New :Mexico, and Is
not financially IIB80Ciated with UN!L
Second class pootage paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87106. Sullocriptlon
rate Is $7 for the academic year.
·
The opinlono expreued on the editorial pag.,. of The Lobo are thooe of
the author oolely. Unolgned opinion la
that of the editorial board of The Lobi>.
Nothing neceoaarlly revraaenta the viewa
of the Associated Student. or the Unlvenity of New 1tlexfco.
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SIX NEW STORES
TO SERVE YOU
1710 CENTRAL SE

accredited courses
in the study of
the Christian religion
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BAPTIST
STUDENT CENTER
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University of New Mexico
1633 Girard NE
243-5401
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A historical and literary study of the Old
Testament, including: the problems and interpretation of the Pentateuch, Genesis as the
theological prelude to the history of the Jews,
the story of Israel and its faith from the Patriarchs through the exodus and conquest to the
monarchy, then through the prophets to the
century preceding the Christian era.
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FOR GUYS N' GALS

open to serve you 10:00 to 9.00

The Curriculum, Fall Semester, 1971
113 - Literature and Religion of the Old Testament
(3 hours)
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FARAH
LEVI
LEE
MALE
HAGGAR
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6DAYSAWEEK
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Featuring
Joshua Tree
J uli of California
Education Jr's.
& The Lady Bug's
"Secret Knit"
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Summer Sale now in progres
Register for the most fabulous Bikini of all time to be
given away September 10th.
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Lion S lamb Bookstore
10:30-6:00-six days each week
,,'•

CHRISTIAN
!:

i

books
posters

cards
bibles

buttons
bumper stickers

'

M.W.F., 8:30am

Gale invites you
aver far the finest
broiled hamburger

Budget Tapes

423 - The Life and Writings of Paul (3 hours)
An intensive study of the life of Paul, the·
Hebrew and Greek influences on his thought,
the relationship of the religion of Paul to the
teachings of Jesus, the critical questions relating to the writings of Paul, an exposition of
his writings, and the main theological ideas of
PauL

10-9-6 days a week
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1 &.EST.A."EJ"I &..A.~T
2G6-0550

7:00 a.m.-midnight

Across from Jolmson Gym

Classes begin August 30
Registration: first class period
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F'REE
drawing

Handmade Leather Articles

stereo equipment soon to come

open 10-7-6 days

Register lor free record dtawing. 3 rewr,!s will be glvon
away Aug 26, 3 mare Aug 27 and 10 more Aug.28~
Register now.

specializing in purses
Belts-Chokers~ Earrings

Frank Roger<:-Proprietor
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Black Ram
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·Wedm!!:lday, August 2li, 1971

New
Mexico

Cotnmentary
Kee S,~elton's Mother

LOBO
Donald Jay Burge, CINCUNIV
Guest Editor

A & S Language Requirement Abolished

A revamping of the group
requirements for the College of
Arts and Sciences, including
abolishment of the language
requirement, has been approved
by .the faculty and is effective at
the end of the 1971·72 school
year, according to the annual
report of Dean Nathaniel
Wollman.
T h e n e w dis t rib uti on
requirements are a total of 36
hours taken from at least five of
the following six areas:
communication skills; foreign
language; art, music, architecture
(other than studio courses);
humanities; natural sciences and
mathematics and social sciences.
At least six hours must be taken
in. any of the areas that are
selected.
Still unresolved is the status of
English 101 and 102 since no
change was made in the ruling
that these courses are a

Reprinted from Conservation News
Tile conservation ousiness has become very sophisticated these da;ys.

editorial

Yale Park
The question of what to do with a
troubled Yale Park, now temporarily closed
to the public, is one of formulating and
choosing from the greatest number of
alternatives in committing the city of UNM
to what could be an inalterable course of
action.
The anger of the businessmen who are
being robbed and harassed by the not-so
harmless or innocent park habitues is
legitimate. The fear of increasing violence in
the area is legitimate. The distress of area
residents who have conjured up visions of a
hasty paving job to quell the complaints is
legitimate.
However, immediate and permanent
closing of the park as an answer to the first
two grievances, or continued semi-anarchy as
an answer to the second are not the only
alternatives available to Judge James
Maloney this Thursday, or to others who
will be deciding the fate of the two-acre plot
in the next round of official action on the
subject.
Other solutions could include keeping the
park open but with more intensive patrolling
. until winter settles in and park dwellers go'

New Distribution of 36 Hours in Six Areas

inside. This would give UNM community
members access to the park and give city and
UNM officials time to decide on a final
solution that takes into consideration
interests of all parties involved.
Another possibility is closing of the park
pending erection of some city or UNM
facility on part of the property that would
entail staffing, ipso facto a resident "policing
force." For example, a tourist information
center or branch office building.
Another possibility could be a strictly
enforced early evening curfew to discourage
use of the park by a floating after-dark
population. This proposal assumes a
concurrent effort to house persons seeking
shelter while "on the road,"
The Yale Park problem is not simple, but
a problem which must be solved by
considering the demands made by the
immediate crime and harassment problems
of the area, the long-range goals of city and
campus development and as part of the
overall problems of an increasingly city-like
city. Effectively including all three sets of
demands in one solution requires flexible
thinking.
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'-THEN, WHEN HE GETS RIGHT UP TO THE GATE , , ,'

As the despoilers and the conservationists fight to o1,1texpert each other,
sometimes you get a funny hollow felling that conservation is slowly
migrating from the heart to the head: that the rationale for
environmental quality can be expressed only in how many cubic
centimeters of glunk the human body can tolerate before we can
observe deterioration; that the rip, tear and gouge of the public's
natural resource heritage can be gauged onl;y in terms of compliance or
non-compliance with laws.
These da;ys the rationale for environmental sanity is seldom
e:~:pressed in such un-expert terms as plain ole respect for heritage and
posterity. There's hardly ever any room on witness lists for plain folks
who can't tell an et al from an electrostatic precipitator, but just love
their country and don't want to see her wantonly l'ipped, torn and
gouged.
Beware of Expertitis

.

But sometimes the;y do malle the list, E.g. the following affidavit
submitted to the court b;y a Navajo woman opposed to destroying the
Four Comers area of the American Southwest via the ox-cart
technology of generating electric power by coalfired steam plants.
Even if one doesn't share her frame of reference or agree with the
component grievances, the .message conveyed by Kee Shelton's
Mother-translated into English from the Navajo language-should
remind us of the danger in letting expertitislull us into forgetting what
this whole conservation bu~;~iness is really about.

Editorial Incorrect

To the Editor:
Unfortunately, The Lobo
published July 29 was the last
issue of the summer series.
Al.though I realize that you did
not have editorial responsibility
for the July 29 issue, I am writing
to request that the next issue of
'I'he LobQ, Aug. 25, correct
misstatements of fact contained in
the editorial or July 29, giving
prominence to the cort·eclion
equal to that of the original
errors.
'rhe errom•ous statements are
contained in the followin!l
~ntl'nct>s: "Zimmf.!l·man has long
been a thorn in the side of the
University especially since th!'
North C!'ntrul Accn•diting
A~sociation two years ago eited it
as mH• of the majot· causes of not
cn•<liting tht> Uuivt•rsit~· at the
timl' the committN• wus lwrt'."
'I'ht> major t>rror in tlw t•uitorial,
is the statement that the North
C!'ntral Association did twt
acert•dit UNM. In ordm• that you
may bt• fully ht l'ormNl on this
I!Ktt!l't', I am t•tll'lusin):! a copy of
t\w ](•ttpr datl'd July :10, 1 06H,
I'age 6

two years on the adequacy of
financial support relative to the
range of programs offered; the
degree of institutional autonomy
in fiscal matters; the maintenance
of academic freedom; the
effectiveness of decision·making
processes within the University;
and the adequacy of funding,
staffing, salaries, holdings and
administration of the library.
That report has since been
submitted and accepted by the
NCA. No additional reports ate
required. For a story on the
acceptance of that report see page
17.)

Nixon and China
To the Editor:
President Nixon's coming visit
to Red China is Dn<! of the most
important developments of our
times. Many p~>t-sons have been so
busy trying to find political
Implications in the coming trip to
China or blaming the Pr~ '-' ~nt for
not getting us out of Vietu.. m fast
enou~h or for our present
economic wo1•s, that they fail to
grasp the implications () r closl'r
ties witlt Gnmmunist Chilt<L
F1•w set•m to reali;>;!' also that
l'rt•sid!•nt Nixon ha> mad!' a

The
1893,

Lobo was founded in

assista;'lts 11eems to be even more
press1ng. L;r~e le~ture · classes
c«?uld b~ d1vtded. mto . weekly
dJscu_s~•on sectt~ns _In th.e
humamt1es and so~Jal .sciences !f
we had a substantial mcrease m
teaching assistants," the report
said,
~::::::::::::::::::::::::===::;
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Three Speeds
Surreys
1~0

Tandems
Exercisers

Harvard SE _255·4231

AFFlDAVIT OF KEE SHELTON'S MOTHER
STATE OF ARIZONA

ss.

..

COUNTY OF APACHE
KEE SHELTON'S MOTHER, being first duly sworn, upon her oath,
desposes and says:
In English they call me "Kee Shelton's Mother." In Navajo my name
is Asa Bazhonoodah, "woman who had squaw dance." I am 83 years
old.
I am originally from Black Mesa. I was born and raised there. My
parents and grandparents were all from that same area.
At present I live east and not far from the mining site. I was born in a
hogan which was still standing the last time I saw it, But now I don't
know, maybe they have torn it down.
They tell me my parents used to live right down at the mining site at
the time my mother was pregnant with me. Then when she was going to
give birth to me they moved eastward to the place where I wqs born.
This is not too far from the place they grind the coal. That is where I
was raised and after I got married my husband and I lived at the same
place. During that time my husband cleared land and built a fence for a
comfield near where we lived. We used to move to the cornfield to
plant and harvest the corn.
Teo Frequent, Jl.lmoot E"'~l:Y Day
My mother di~d and was buried right there at our permanent home.
Following that my husband died during the time people were killed by
some kind of disease and he also is buried there. After this happened I
moved to the cornfield which my husband had established. The
cornfield is still there and I plant a little bit of corn every spring.
I strongly object to the strip mining for many reasons. The mine
workers do a lot of drinking and they take youngsters with them and
give them liquor ·and wine. These are the children of my husband's
grandchildren with whom we used to live.
The particles of coal dust that contaminate the water kill our
animals. I know this for a fact because many of the sheep belonging to
my children were killed. I have some cows and they started dying off.
And now it has become toe> frequent, aln.ost every day. We were asked
to report every dead sheep or animal but it is impossible to do that
because of the lack of communication. We don't have a trading post or
a police station on Black Mesa where we could report these happenings.
Because of this we think the effects of the mining are dangerous to
the animals and to ourselves.
We do not like explosions at the mine because it scares our horses.
Many of us herd sheep on horseback and every time an explosion goes
off it scares the animals and they are afraid and try to run away.
We Consider Her Our Mother
The coal mine is destroying our grazing land, because the grass is
being put under the earth, and our sheep are getting thin, and not
having many lambs. The mine also destroys our springs and water holes,
so we have great trouble trying to water our livestock. My sheep are my
life. Black Mesa is my "billfold", as the white man says. Black Mesa
gives life to animals and these animals give us money, The stuff I prod
my donkey with is like the pencil the whites use.
A long tirne ago the earth was placed here for us, the people, the
Navajo. It gives us corn and we consider her our mother.
When Mother Earth needs rain we give pollen and use the prayers
that were given to us when we came from the earth. That brings rain.

Photo by Terrence Moore, Courtesy of Conservation News

The Four Corners of the American Southwest
Serving Southern California, Las Vegas and Other Points West

Kee Shelton's Mother. • •
(continued from page 6)
Black Mesa area is used to ask for rain, And afterward (after the
mining) we don't know what it will be like. We made prayers for all
blessings for Mother Earth, asking that we may use her legs, her bod_r
and her spirit to make ourselves more powerful and durable. After thts
the pollen is thrown into the water.
Air is one of the Holy Elements, it is important in prayer. Wooded
areas arc being cut down. Now the air is becoming bad, not working.
The herbs that are taken from Mother Earth and given to a woman
during childbirth no longer grow in the cut area. The land looks burned.
The Earth is our mother. The white man is ruining our mother. I
don't know the white man's ways, but to us the Mesa, the air, the
water are Holy Elements. We pray to these Holy Elements in order for
our p~ople to flourish and perpetuate the well·being of each generation.
· Even when we were small, our cradle is made from the things given
to us from Mother Earth. We use these elements all of our lives and
when we die we go back to Mother Earth.

(please turn to page 7)
informing President Heady that
the accreditation of UNM was
continued without qualification.
The fact that the University was
asked to report after two years on
certain aspects of its .:;ademic life
and finances in no way affects our
present accreditation. Asking for
such a report is a custom usually
followed by accrediting agencies
in the-ir efforts to assist
institutions constantly to
improve. A second and relatively
minor error is that the name of
the accrediUng agency was
incorrectly given. As you will also
see from the letter enclosed, it is
"North Central Association or
Colleges and Secondary Schools."
Chester C. 'I'ravelstead
(Editors Note: The Lobo is happy
to correct the mistaki:!n
impression that the NCA did not
accredit UNM.
The letter referred to by
Travelstead, vice president for
academic affaits, states in part:
"This is to inform you officially
that the .•. (NCA) voted to
continue the accreditation of the
University of New Mt>xico as a
Dodor's degree-granting
institution ... " 'fhe latter added,
howE>ver, that tlm UnivE>rsity was
required to submit a l'epmt witlun

pre-requisite for admission to the
College. The College faculty is
expected to settle this problem in
the fall of1971,
Courses taken to meet area
requirements may also count
toward filling requirements for
the major or minor,
The change in requirements
adopted by the faculty followed
recommendations made after an
extensive questionnaire was sent
to Arts and Science faculty
members,
Also included in the report was
a discussion of the problems of
the college. "The main problems
faciog the College stem from
heavy enrollments and lack of
adequate staff, The College is
seriously short of senior faculty,
but, at the moment, the shortage
of graduate assistants and teaching

master stroke of diplomacy and at
the same time is taking grave risks
himself. Even though for some
reason the visit to Red China
should not materialize, the
implications of closer ties to the
giant of Asia have already changed
the world political climate for the
better.
North Vietnam, fearing the
possible loss of its main supporter
to the north is making the first
faint signs of peace. Russia, with
the possibility of a United
States-Red China understanding,
is having second thoughts about
further support of Egypt in the
Middle Bast crisis. Happily, with
this change of concern from the
Mediterranean to Siberia, Russia
will also help to turn the Middle
East from a powder keg into an
oil barrel with a reopened Suez
Cannl at its center. Even gradually
thawing relations with Red China
could produce an enormous
economic market for our products
which in turn produces jobs on
this (•nd. These are only a ffi'W of
thfi' implications of President
Nixon's coming visit.
Having b('(•n present in a
modt•st capacity at seV!'I'al of the
lllN•tings which resulted in thfi'
Pn•sident's dt•cision to visit R('d

II

China, I can say flatly that the
risks to Mr. Nixon are very great
indeed. There are many even in
his own party who resent the
President's offer of friendship to a
Communist nation. Others, for
their own reasons, hope frankly
that President Nixon fill fall on
his face in this venture,
There is also a very real
personal danger involved. Security
arrangements are almost
impossible in Peking. Anyone of
perhaps a million persons would
like to kill President Nixon either
to embarrass Red China or to
counteract any of the political
effects which might result from a
successful visit, I heard one of the
security men say that the chances
of assassination are better than
two out of five.
Frank C. Hibben
(Editor's Note &nd Comment:
Sure, Frank. sure.
But didn't anyone tell you
while you were modestly
"capacitating" that it is ntl longer
"Red China" but rather
"Mainland China" ot alternately
"The People's. Republic of
flhina"? After all, you should
follow the lead of the President.
Reprinted from the
Albuquerque JournaL)
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It Used to be Clear
When we were first put on Earth, the herbs and medicine were also
put here for us to use. These have become part of our prayers to
Mother Earth. We should realize it for if we forget these things we will
vanish as the people. This is why I don't like it. The whi~es have
neglected and misused the Earth. Soon the Navajo will resemble the
Anasazi. The wind took them away because they misused the Earth.
The white men wish that nothing will be left of us after this is over.
They want us like the Anasazi.
Mother Earth is like a horse. We put out hay and grain to bring in the
horse. So it is when we put out pollen to bring life from Mother Earth.
We pray to Mother Earth to ask blessings from the water, the sun, and
the moon. Why are they going up there? (to the moon). I'm also against
this. This fooling around with the sacred elements.
This pollution is what I'm especially against. When I first realized I
had bad eyes, I saw that it was clear. Now it is getting hazy and gray
outside. The coal mine is causing it. Because of the bad air, animals are
not well they don't feel well. They know what is happening and are
dying. P~abody Coal Company is tampering with the Holy Elements,
and this must be stopped.
I don't think Peabody Coal Company can replant the land. There is
nothing but rocks no soil. I don't see how they could replant. The soil
is underneath. They advocate that this place will be beautiful when
they finish. I don't believe that this place will be beautiful when they
finish. If they replant, they will not replant our herbs. Even now our
herbs are vanishing.
I have gone three times looking for herbs. I couldn't recognize the
place where we find them. Finally I found some plan~ but they. were
scorched. I couldn't find my way around the mountam because 1t was
so disturbed by the mining operation.

·How Much is a Mother Worth
We have herbs that cure diseases that white medicine doesn't cure.
Sometime the people come here to find medicine when the ·Public
Health Service doesn't cure them. They pray and give Mother .Earth
something for curing them. This the white people do not know about.
Our prayers and healing have been tampered with and they don't
work as well anymore.
.
How ca11 we give something of value to Mother Earth to repay the
damages that the mining had done to her. We still as~ for her blessings
and healings, even when she is hurt.
They are taking water and other Holy Elements from her veins.
I don't want highways built because stock will be run over and
children hurt.
I see the cedar trees next to the pond~ they have built have turned
red. The grasses are dying.
.
I want to see them stop taking water front inside the Mesa, The water
underground works with the water that falls to the surface of Mother
Earth, will wash away.
• I want to see the burial grounds left alone. All my relatives' graves
are being disturbed.
How much would you ask for if your Mother had been harmed?
There is no way that we can be repaid for the damages to our Mother,
No amount of money can repay, money cannot give birth to anything. I
want to see the mining stopped.
Wednesday, August 25, 1971

TAPES~Ie King-$2.99
SURVIY.iL~fd Funk-$2.99

REVOLUTIQ~jjjiiiPEI Chicano-$2.99
AQUALUNG-Jethro Tull--$2.99
BLOODROCK 3-$2.99
OR 4 for $10.00
NewTAPE DECKS as low as $49.
with 5 new 8-track Tapes

$14.95
ntee
Hundreds of PIISters-Biack lights, 4 ft.
bulb and fixture $16.95

HANGE-A-TAPE
SAN MATEO NE
Hoffmantown Shopping Center
10% off everything wit~ Student ID
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Bond Ope~s 'Alternatives' Lecture Series

Photo by Louderbaugh

GSA President Burt Hansen

Three Democratic Presidential Hopefuls Included
and includes more
nationally-known individuals than
any previously scheduled. During
the fall semester there will be a
speaker almost every week.
Speakers whose dates are
confirmed are Bond on Sept. 8,
UFO expert Stanton Friedman on
Sept. 13 and William Stringfellow,
lawyer-author indicted in the
Berrigan brothers case, Sept. 20.
Black civil rights leader and
humorist Dick Gregory is
scheduled for Oct. 5 (at U of A),
Actor-director ("Five Easy
Pieces" and ''Easy Rider") Jack

Four U.S. senators-Edmund
Mu skie, George McGovern,
Humbert Humphrey and John
Tower-are among speakers who
will lecture here during the next
year in a program series financed
by ASUNM and the University of
Albuquerque.
The series titled "Alternatives"
begins Sept. 8 with an appearance
by Julian Bond, the Georgia
legislator who was the first black
whose name was placed in
nomination for the vice
presidency.
The group of speakers is larger

Sony
Super-Scope
Cassette Specials

Since 1949
We've Been

~

Sony Model TC·t10
ACI DC PctscmM PotiJ~Ic
Cncsolle·Cordcr
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for Component Systems
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Near the University
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THORENS

Balloting for the GSA budget has been postponed 1.mtil the
week of Sept. 7-14 from the scheduled voting through the
mail to have taken place during the summer.
GSA president Burt Hansen attributes the failure of the
summer idea to a mistake on the part of the Data Processing
Center.
Originally, ballots were to be sent to students through the
mail, "in hopes of conveniently reaching more students."

®
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Now Featuring 4-Channel Systems
.... :

with the; Dyna Quadrapter for $29.95

Elctro Voice Recorder $69.95
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Quad 84-Channel Tape Decks From $99.95
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Sierra Design

Just off Campus
near Girard and Central

KS-S05P STEREO C.OMPACT

PANASONit:;
$179.95

60 Walls, FET. IC, FM/ AM

~.

·eo Receiver e

Professional PE 2010 Automatic turntable •
Pickering

With Acoustrc

.

Courteous service with
a. complete line of mountaineeriltg gear.

V-15/AT·3 Cartrid>Je
special $289.95

1406 EUBANK bl.VO., N.E.

Suspension Speakers
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Ballots we~:e to be returned
through the mail before Aug. 18.
"We had to drop the idea of a
vote-by-mail referendum election
because the Data Processing
Center did not furnish· us with a
current set of address labels. The
set we got contained names and
addresses for 4500 people. Of
these, some 1200 had obtained
their degrees and left the
University," Hansen said.
Regular Election
"In view or this, we decided to
conduct a regular election with
polling stations in the GSA office
and the Law School. IC possible,
we hope to establish polling
stations at other locations as
well," he added.
An estimated available $28,000
would be budgeted by the ballot,
with $5000 estimated 1970·71
carryover and $23,000 estimated
fee income.
The budgeted expcnsell are
$21,827.70, leaving an estimated
reserve of $6172.30.
Requests front the budget's
general fund include Agora, $250;
Amistad, $400; Andean Center,
$800; Child Day Care Co-op,
$1,987; Clinical Law Program,
$750; Ecology Information
Center, $700; Graduate Art
Students Association, $250;
GSA·ASUNM Poetry Series, $500;
Office Salaries and Supplies,
$1,34 5; GSA officers' grants,
$2400; and contingency fund,
$200.
ASUNM Services
Also Student Research, $2500;
Women's Coordinating Center,
$385; and Services to ASUNM,
$7560 .
"'Services from ASUNM' is
compen~>ation for services
provided to graduate students by
organizations and activities
funded by ASUNM but not by
GSA. They are: The Lobo,
KUNM, International Center,
Cultural Program, Speakers
Committee, Intra:murall! and
Recreation and the Dtaft
Counselor. The amount paid is
determined by applying
percentages against the approved
ASUNM budget line items for
these groups. The amount shown
in our budget is a maximum. The
actual amount may be l<!ss,"
according to the GSA newsletter
of July, 1971.
Additional funds under the
budget would include Lobby
Fund, $800; Newslett<lr Fund,
$350; Social Committee Fund,
$400; and Thesis and Dissertation
fund, $250.

SIMONSON CYCLE CO.

315 SAN PEDRO I

FIRST IN NEW MEXiCO/SALES AND SERVICE

HONDA From'Mightyto Mini, Honda has it all.

---------------------------==-----=----=--=------==-=--=-=-=--=------=-=---==-=

Journalism Award
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GSA Budget Balloting
Postponed Until Sept.

Institute and author of
"Loneliness," will speak on being
alone vs. being lonely. A
revolutionary feminist and editor
of "Sisterhood is Powerful,"
Robin Morgan, will speak Feb. 23.
Dennis Hopper
Gabrielle Semel, a member of
United Socialists and labor
organizer for women, has signed a
contract to speak but the date has
not been set.
Others who have confirmed
they will speak but haven't
completed contracts are the four
senators, Frank Reynolds of ABC
news, draft resistance leader David
Harris, architect Palo Salari,
sociologist Philip Slater, who is
author of "In Pursuit of
Loneliness," and Democratic
National ·Chairman Lawrence
O'Brien.
Other possible speakers with
whom the student-faculty
selection committee is negotiating
include Cesar Chave:<~, N. Scott
Momaday, Daniel Ellsberg and
Dennis Hopper.
UNM and U of A students,
faculty members and employes
wi II be admitted free. Season
passes are 1\Vailable from UNM's
Popejoy Hall for $6. Tickets for
individual lectures will be $1.50
for adults and $1 for school age
children when seats are available.

Robed Locke, a senior in
journalism at UNM, has been
awarded an Albuquerque Press
Club Scholarship for academic
:;"'iar 1971·72.
The $225 grant is given to
exceptional university journalism
students annually. Locke is a 4.0
student in his major subject.
The Houston, Tex., native is a
Marine Corps veteran and served
in Vietnam. He plans to enter ~he
profession in New Mexico after
graduation, scheduled for June,
1972.
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3011 MONTE VISTA NE
255-1695
(at the Triangle)

Civil liberties lawyer William
Kuntsler, who represented the
"Chicago Seven," is scheduled for
Nov .. 29.
Sino-Soviet specialist Donald
Zagoria, author of ''The
Sino-Soviet Conflict," will speak
Dec. 2 on possible consequences
of President Nixon's visit to the
People's Republic pf China.
Harvey Cox, head of the Harvard
Divinity School and author of
"The Secular City," will be the
Jan. 24 speaker.
Clark E. Moustakas (Feb. 10),
sociologist at the Mcrrlll·Palmer

Nicholson on Oct. 13 and Middle
East expe~:t David G. Nes on Oct.
19.
The series continues on Oct, 26
with John A. Williams, Black
novelist who wrote "The Man
Who Cried I Am" and "Sissie,"
followed on Nov. 1 by
presidential advisor Edward C.
Banfield, the author of "The
Unheavenly City."
Revolutionary Feminist
Pierre Salinger, who was press
secretary to Presidents Kennedy
and Johnson and U.S. senator
from California, will speak Nov. 9.

..
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The song with the. longest title
is "I'm a Cranky Old Yank in a
Clanky Old 'I'ank on the Streets of ·
Yokahama with my Honolulu
Mama Doin' Those Beat·o, Beat"',
Flat·On·My-Seat·o, Hirohito
Blues," by "Hoagy" Carmichael
released in about 1943.
Wednesday, August 25,1971

Step to a different sound.

• •

If you dare to seek a new dimension in a wedding ring. We will show
you an absolute galaxy. A revolutionary collection that's as together as
yon two. Styles and styles that speak your language beautifully. Some listen to Goldmaster exclusively at . . .

P/Jeaada»pe&Cfb~
JEWELERS
6699

MF.:>AIJI.

Ht.vo., N.E.

(across :\.fcrmul from Coronado <:enter)
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Health Center Offers 24-Hour Service
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A 60 per cent increase last year in
student use of the Student Health
Center will enable the facility to
offer 24 - hour - a - day emergency
service starting this fall.
Michael Hickey, director of the
center, said that Vietnam Medical
Corps veterans will be used in the
emergency treatment, with a
registered nurse working with the
vets. A regular staff doctor will be on
call for more serious cases, Hickey
explained.
60 Per Cent Increase
Similar exp~;>l'iments using Gls
have been tried in other parts of the
country with significant success.
New Mexico State University used
the plan last year and had good
results, Hickey said. UNM's growing
student population makes the
program even more attractive.
The 33 full-time staff members at
the Health Center, which is paid for
by student fees, saw 45,767 patients
last year, compared to 28,668 the
year before. This 60 per cent jump in
visits was matched by a rise of 66 per
cent in total medical doctor
consultations, a 64 per cent boost in
the number of new cases, and a 60
per. cent increase in lab tests
performed by the center.
Spectacular hikes occurred in the
psychiatry division of the center,
much of it due, Hickey said, to the
new seven-man Mental Health Team.
Total visits in psychiatry went up
131 per cent and new cases in that
area jumped 238 per cent.
Think Young
Hickey took over the center last
year, when student complaints ·were
on the decrease under then-director
John McCabe. Before McCabe
assumed control, student gripes were
at an all-time high. Hickey believes a
different attitude which started
under McCabe and has been carried
forward by the staff, has had a great
deal to do with this year's favorable
student opinion.
"I guess everybody is thinking
younger, all over the nation, not just
here," the former Las Cruces
physician noted. "Our staff

communicates well with students
and this rapport has made foi: a
better acceptance of the center."
Hickey has discussed the center
with student leaders to get
suggestions on how . to make the
facility even more· useful. Le11s
formal singing-in procedures, a
"screening" clinic 'to speed up
service, a more liberal telephone
policy, and more radios and
televisions are just ·some of the
touches that have made the center
more attractive to the student body
over the past two years.
Confidential
"One problem the student health
center has always had is that
students felt that problems like
drugs, pregnancies, or·veneral disease
would be reported to the

•
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administration," Hickey said. "Our
patients, however, have . the same
rights and confidential protection as
any patient of a non-school related
doctor. We :release information only
on the patients' requests.
"But it has taken a while for
students to get this straight. Now
that that rumor has been squelched,
students have felt more comfortable
in the center. In fact, last year some
students brought in pictures to
brighten up the hallways," he said.
The in-patient portion of the
health center's service has been
emphasized during the last year,
Hickey notes, and the center offers
minor surgery·, orthopedic assistance,
a cold clinic, birth control, and
· extensive mental health services.
"I'm pretty enthusiastic about the
new mental health team," Hickey
said. "The need for such services has
been well established for college
populations. In fact, our team has
been very busy.

In the·iilterest of serving the University Community
University Drug offers these items
for your conveni~nce
Paperbacks
Snack Items
Tobacco Counter

Gifts
Records
School Supplies

U D's Welcome Back

SPECIAL

Cards
Adult Games
Photo Finishing

· Sunglasses
Candy Counter
Tapes
Magazine Racks
Pet Supplies
Grocery Items
Watches
Alarm Clocks
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"Some students brought in
pictures to brighten up the
hallways."
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Thinking Younger

All Cosmetics by
Max Factor
Coty
Almay
Matchabelli
Faberge
Yardley
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"We have group and individual
counseling, marriage and pre-marital
sessions, and family counseling.
We've been able to accommodate a
much larger number of students in
the mental health area and we expect
to see filrther growth in the patient
figures this academic year."
Most students who come for
psychiatric help have experienced

Better Rapport
trouble in adjusting to the college
routine, Hickey noted, but
drug-related problems are on the rise.
"While UNM's drug problems are
probably no greater than any other
university in the country, we do have
these problems and have to be
available to help students with
them," he said. "We work closely
with MASH and AGORA, the two
student groups which see the
majority of drug-related problems.
Since they began operation, the
availability of help for drug abuse
has been enhanced greatly. We would
be in trouble without them."
All ::;crvices at the student health
center are free, with the exception of
unusual kinds of treatment and
certain innoculations.

25%

The Most complete Magazine Rack

& Paperback Selectio11 in town
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Check Cashing for Students
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Grocery and snack items available 'till Midnight
In our small but handy grocery department

We cash your checks with current UNM ID
$10 limit-$2.00 service charge on returned checks
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Welcome Back Students
Remember To Take Advantage of Henry's
-FAST SERVICE-

100% PURE BEEF HAMBURGER •• 23¢
BIG HENRY ..........................................-.................................60¢
ROAST BEEF SANDWICH ..................................................69¢
HAM & CHEESE ...................................................................69 ¢
CREAMY CHEESE BURGER ................................................28¢
BLUE WATER HOT FISH SANDWICH ..............................35¢
HOT DOG .... "' ........................................................................30¢
MELTED CHEESE SANDWICH .........................................30¢
CRISPY FRENCH FRIES ......................................................20¢
OLD ENGLISH FISH AND CHIPS ................................69¢-89¢
(with malt vinegar or tartar added)
CHICKEN ........... ..
.......................... 89¢ to $3.85
COKE, ORANGE, ROOT BEER, DR. PEPPER,
7 UP & PEPSI .......................................... 15¢- 20¢-30¢¢
COFFEE .. .. .... ... ..... ... ...... .... ...... ...... ... .. ... ........
15¢ - 25¢¢
SUPER MILK SHAKES ................... :... .......................30¢ - 40¢¢
MILK ................................................................................... 15¢
HOT CHOCOLATE ......... ........................................ 15¢ - 30¢
BIG CONES ........................................................................... 15¢
(Green Chili on any sandwich 15¢ Extra)

1916 CENTRAL NE
OPEN
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
9:00 a.rn.

to
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Health Insurance
Is Best Bargain
Student health insurance this
semester is the best bargain
arround, but you need to sign up
for it before September 10.
Michael Hickey, Student Health
Center director, said that because
of a proposed price increase, the
contract for student health
insurance has been awareded to
another company this year. "The
benefits available to students with
this new policy are equivalent to ·
what they would receive under
Blue Cross for $35.00 a mouth,"
Hickey said.
The policy, underwritten by
Guarantee Trust Life Insurance
Co., will pay the first $300 of
hospital expenses and 80% of the
excess up to $5,000. The
company will pay up to $7.50 per
physician call while the patient is
confined to the hospital and
$35.00 for ambulance costs. A
representative will be in the
Student Health Center four days a
week to help with claim
settlements. The policy will cost
$12.30 for the Fall semester,
$12.30 more for the Spring
semester, or $20.80 for coverage
during the Spring and the
summer.
"Even with the expanded
facilities at the Student Health
Center, the insurance policy is
really a good investment for
students," Hickey said.
Beginning this semester the
health center will operate a
nurse's screening clinic to make
things easier for students who go
to the center without
appointments. A nurse will check
the students at the clinic when
they first arrive and after what
services they can. Each doctor
there will keep an hour a day free
from appointments so he can treat
students who need immediate
attention.
NEW MEXICO LOBO

We have time for you.
by Westclox &: Timex

Sun Glasses

20% off
Until Sept. 30

Our Coffee Shop opens at 7: oo a.m.
Coffee, Hot Rolls, Donuts
Breakfast Menu-Lunch and Dinner Menu

We deliver your prescriptions

DRUG
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Fast delivery service
for all your pharmaceutical needs
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
OPEN ''l'lLL MIDNIGHT

Corner of Central at Yale Ph. 243-4446

Records at Discounted prices
Wetlnesday, August 25,1971 ·
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"Students Are' Best Damn Workers"

DisenrollrtLent Causes Vacancies
· 8000 Openings For Registration

i.

An approximate 8000 class
spaces are open to registering
students after the d.isenrollment
of pre-registered .students. The
students were disenrolled. for not
meeting the Aug. 5 deadline for
tuition,
Of an 'approximate 13,000
students pre-registering last spring,
7000 were placed. in all of their
requested classes. The remaining
6000 must fend for themselves in
either the walk-through
registration or the add/drop
period at the beginning of the
semester.
"For the 7000 who got all they
wanted, pre-registration is a
complete and total success. For
those who ,.Pidn 't, they will be
coming to the gym with at least
one course scheduled- that's
more than they would normally
have started with," said Bill
Walter, assistant registrar.
Walk·Through
Students who must go through
walk·through registration will find

appointment time listed below the
cour!le entries on the course
schedule. Registration will be held
Aug. 26 at Johnson Gym.
Students will not be allowed to
drop courses during registration,
Students who .have been enrolled
in all requested courses, wm not
be allowed into the gym. Any
changes may be made during the
add/drop period only.
Students will be limited to a
semester hour load of twenty
hours, including courses taken on
an audit or credit option basis.
Additional courses may be added
later,
Grad Students
All graduate students who have
been pre-registered must contact
their major department on or
before Aug. 26.
Regular walk-through
registration on Aug. 27 will apply
to returning students who did not
pre-register, new students who did
not pre-register and students who
did pre-register, but w~re

disenrolled.
Duplicate copies of the student
course confirmation forms are on
file in Room 108, Scholes Hall,
In order to enter Johnson Gym,
students must present course
confirmation cards, plus the
v;Liidated student ID card.
Students who have not received
validation for the ID may obtain
them during walk·through
:registration. Students who are not
going through registration may
obtain ID cards from a table in
the administration building.
New Students
Orientation for new students
will be held Aug. 25 at 9 a.m. in
the anthropology building, room
101, For further information,
contact John Bakas, coordinator
of the program, at 277-3730.
Parking permits may be
obtained during registration,
Students who are completely
pre-registered should go djrectly
in the front door (west end) of
Johnson Gym to obtain perinits at
the station operated in the lobby.
Athletic activity cards will be
issued in Johnson Gym, room
127, Aug. 26 and 27, and from 9
a.m. until noon Aug. 28,
Students who are receiving
financial aid from National
Defense Student Loan,
Educational Opportunity Grant,
and scholarships from outside
donor!! must contact the Student
Aid Office by Sept. 6. Students
with aid from the State Loan
Program should contact the office
by Oct. 15,
Further information may be
obtained from the Registration
and Scheduling Office at
277·4336 or 377·4337.

Geology Grant

We Are Moving
(October 1)

to 111 Cornell Dr. SE
next to the Post Office
BOOK
SHOP

this year. The proposed budget provides for hiring a balf·time
secretary for the first time and also includes the salary for the
Senate ·secretary for the first time. Previously the Senate
secretary was paid out of other funds.
All totaled the ''general governmental" portion of the
proposed budget equals $22,155 compared to $13,180 in
1970-71.
The communications area of the budget, the two largest
single expenditures, increased nearly $10,000 to $90,899
compared to $81,077 last year. Of that amoun~ The Lobo
would receive $52,150 compared to $50,677 m 1970-71
while KUNM-FM would increase from $27,400 to $38,7 49.
Most of the increase in funds for KUNM will go for a major
remodeling project which is expected to be completed by
mid·September.
Education
The proposed budget also allocates $5729 to executive
agencies compared to $1071 last year. Included in the
proposed budget are $4577 for the Statistics and Research
Committee which iS' a new organization funded for the first
time in the budget although it received some operating funds
after it was established during the first semester last year.
In other major expenditures, Community and State Affairs
would go from $1560to $6740. Included in this area is a 100
per cent increase for Public Relations and Student Lobby to
$3000 while Consumer Affairs, a new committee, will receive
$3680.
Education (ethnic studies, Amistad and tutoring)
expenditures would rise to $8172 from $5087 while
scholarships would increase to $5900 to $5490.
Special services would increase under the proposed budget
from $58,804 to $66,950. Included in this category are
$25,000 for the Cultural Committee, no change; $14,000 for
the Speakers Committee, a decrea5e of $2,000; $3000 for the
Poetry Series, an 100 per cent increase; $3,180 for Draft and
Military Information Service, up from $1000; and $6500 for
the Clinical Law Program, compared to $3500 last year.
Also included in special services is $3801 for the Union
crafts area compared to only $1254 previously. Agora which
has previously been funded through separate legislation
would receive $2613. The Drop-In Center would receive
$3500, up from $2775. The Day Care Center would decrease
from $5675 to $3500; funds for the Day Care Center,
however, are expected to be matched on a one-to-one basis
by the GSA.
MASHtoSpurs
•
Student affairs and other organizations, which includes 15
organizations ranging from MASH to the Spurs, would
receive $14,079, down from $15,244 last year.
Included in the student affairs area of the budget is $1200
for the Intramurals and Recreation Board which would also
receive $10,000 carried over from last fiscal year. The Kiva
Club would receive $4885 compared to $944 last year while
the Black Student Union would receive $1400 compared to
no budgeted funds last year.
Other organizations included in student affairs which did
not receive budgeted funds last year but are provided for in
the 1971-72 budget are: Students for Environmental Action,
$1714; Student National Education Association, $905;
Women's Coordinating Center, $1075; MASH, $1095; and
Spurs, $60.
The Popejoy Visiting Professorship program which
received $3000 last year would not be funded this year under
the proposed budget.
Other major items included in the budget are $8964 for
the International Affairs Committee, down from $10,319 last
year and the Union Business Office $11,000, no change.

You calit beat it
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• We have copies of some

required texts when others
don't
• A huge selection of paper

backs-- several thousand
(Across from UNM Journalism Building)
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By JOHN LITTLEWOOD
As fall registration •gets
underway &tudents will pound
campus paths loolling for jobs.
What kind of work can I get?
Where to look forit? How to get
it?
· The three spots on the UNM
campus for job-seeking are the
Student Aid Office, the UNM
Personnel Office, and the
Placement Center.
The Student Aids Office last
year dealt with 8000 students for
on·campus part-time jobs, loans,
grants, sch.olarships, and the
work-study program, which
placed 738 students and has
double the money for jobs this
year.
Jobs Scarce
"We're making c~ntact with
businessmen· in town~" said Jack
Sheehan, student aids director,
referring to off-campus jobs. He
said they have more job openings
thRn expected, but are still scarce.
He hopes for an increase in the
demand for student workers, ·
"Students are the best damn
workers you can find," he said.
Last semester students looked
at the Placement Center for
off-campus part-time jobs, but

(f!ontinued from page 2 )

UNM geology research associate
J.D. Scargle has been awarded a
$5600 research grant from the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
The grant is part of the NASA
Ames Research Center·UNM
Cooperative Working Agreement.
Scargle, connected with UNM's
Institute of Meteoritics, does the
great majority of his work at
Ames in California.
The geologist is investigating
the results of collisions of energy
waves in space.

QUIVIRA

Help Avail able For Finding Jobs

ASUNM Budget ...

I

ISRAD Division
Funded to Train
Civic Em.ployees

now these jobs are handled by the·
Student Aids Office,
P.art-time jobs available include
store clerks, waitresses, gas station
attenda11ts and babysitters. A big
demand exists now for night
janitors with the average pay at
$1,90 an hour.
Open Door
The Student Aid Office has no
job-counseling, but Sheehan says
his "door is always open" for
informal advice. He emphasizei:l
that &tudents seeking jobs should
have a "willingness to work and
do whatever the job requires."
He said some students have
walked out of their jobs, without
notifying anyone, and this makes
it difficult for them to get work
again.
.
"If for some reason the student
is unhappy with the job, he
should talk to the employer
before walking out," he advised,
The UNM Personnel Office,
unlike the Student Aids Office,
deals mostly with full·time and
temporary work.
The student who wants to send
a husband or wife out to earn a
living for them both can direct the
better half to this office.
Typing Necessary
"Not all, but most of these jobs
require good typing more than
anything else," said Renee Mason,
employment manager.
"Jobs are tight," she noted,
"we have an average of 300
applicants each month of which
an avllrage of 69 are placed."

Meanwhile, back at the
Placement Center there are two
things going for present and
future job-seekers: job placement
and career counseling. The first of
these services is for graduating
students who want full·time
employment.
"What we have here is a market
place for jobs. It's a free service.
It's just a matter of them coming
to see us," said James M. Palmer,
assistant. director of the center.
The center keeps in touch with
a variety of employers, and has
mostly business- and education - ·
related jobs.
Career Counseling
With regard ·to career
counseling, Palmer invites
students from freshmen on to visit
him and two other counselors at
the center for individual
discussion,
"We advise them on what the
job picture is today and what it
will be in the future," he said,
"and so we help them to make

PERFORMANCE
'IMPORTS
6031 CENTRAL N.E.

..

carel:!l' d!!ciH!ons."

Palmer has this advice on job
interviews:
"First: be prepared, especially
mentally. If you find out all you
can about the interviewer and
think carefully about what you
have to offer, you'll be at ease.
"Second: be yourself. Don't be
a phony, Recruiters can spot
phonies fast,"
The center has a free pamphlet
available called "Making the Most
of Your Job Interview."

..

VW Specialists
Free Tow-In

I0% Student Discount
Phone 268-2 156

The Division of Government
Research has received a $48,000
grant from the Department of
Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) to train state and local
government employes.
Seven programs, two of them
new, will be carried out during
fiscal 1971·72 with the grant
which is authorized under the
Housing Act of 1964.
The seven programs are:
Continuation of tuition
fellowships for 100 state and local
government employes. The
fellowships are used to attend
colleges and universities
throughout the state.
A training program for
municipal supervisors to be
conducted in Albuquerque and
Los Alamos is the second
program.
Planning, Programming, and
Budgeting Systems is the third
program. Locations for the
program have not been
determined.
A training program for
employees in the public housing
field in the state is the fourth
program. It will be conducted in
co-operation with the New
Mexico Municipal League.
Program five is the Urban
Studies Traineeships which will be
offered through the University of
Albuquerque. The Division of
Government Research will provide
the funds through HUD.
The two new programs to be
funded this year are development
and training programs. One will
seek to develop programs in which
interns can be used 'in local
planning agencies. This would
allow students to train for jobs
while still in school.
The second new program is
d~signed to train staff members in
Model Cities government in
Albuquerque and Santa Fe.
The Division of Government
Research is an agency of ISRAD
atUNM.

UNM Editor lnjuted
By Purse-Snatchers

YAMAHA-

It's a better·

machine
BOBBY J S
1

MOTORCYCLE SALES

4724 Menaol Blvd., N.E.

Ph. 255-0237
•••••••••••••••••••••••
NEW MEXICO LOBO

Editor of the UNM ahimnus
magazine, Winifred Reiter, has
been hospitalized with a broken
left hip following a struggle with
two would-be purse snatchers on
campus Aug. 18.
Reiter was walking near the
geology building when two
persons whom she described to
the police as "Juvenlles" tries to
grab her purse.. She fell or was
pushed during the struggle.
Reiter was treateo at BCMC.
Reiter is a member of the New
Mexico Press Women and Theta
Sigma Phi, honorary for women in
journttlism.
Wednesday, August.25, 1971
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Regents T~ghten Faculty
Rules, ·Responsbilities

• • <li.llll..
~•iftr
Richard Gorman, left, assistant professor of education
foundations, and his counsel, Michael Sutin, listen to discussion of
Gorman's teaching methods during his unsuccessful appeal to the
Regents to obtain tenure at UNM. Regents President Calvin Horn looks
on.

Tenure Denied

Enrich your life
Meet today's challenges
Enroll in Bible
Coli 265-43 12
BIBLE COURSES FOR THE FALL
Greek 1411: New Testament for Beginners
Time to be arranged
Greek 3361: Intermediate Greek Reading
Time to be arranged
Bible 1311: Genesis to Esther
Tuesday 7 to 10 pm
Bible 1312: The Life and Teachings of Jesus
Wednesday 6:30 to 8:30 pm
Bible 4366: The Book of Revelation
Mon.-Wed. 1:30 to 2:45 pm

The UNM stuaent'""who tries to
track down a professor on his
office hol.lrs may have good
hunting if faculty members follow
the guidelines on reporting leave~
of absence approved by the UNM
Regents Aug, 24.
The measure adopted by the
Regents would ask the faculty
member to contract his
department head if ht' ca,nnot
meet "assigned duties and
commit tmen ts," The policy
covers classes, examin;1tions,
posted office hours and faculty
committee duties and :follows ll
state l!lw which bec&me effective
April 1971, concerning
withholding of pay for:
non·performan~;:e
of academic
duties,
The Regents also approved a
strict code governing use of the
Union (See related story page 4)
and backed the administration's
decision to deny tenure to
Richard Gorman, assistant
professor in educational
foundations,
"Students expect this (to be
notified of a faculty 'member's
absence, they are entitled to it.
Nothing is more discouraging than
to sit on 20·30 minutes in an
empty classroom where nobody
shows up and nobody comes to
tell them the professor cannot
come," said Marion Cottrell,
faculty member who worked on
drafting the leave of absence
document.
Chairman of the Faculty Policy
Committee, Karl Christman, said
the policy statement had a
"positive tone" and "states
professional expectations."
Students have "a right to

I

I

Credit-All courses for full credit

Fccs-$5.00 per course
Registration-At Christian Student Center or at first class meeting

Eight Reason!> for Enrolling
l. 'l'o enrich 1ny understanding o£ God's word.
2. 'l'o strengthen my faith as a Christian.
3. To understand my role as a .1cnant of God.
4. 'J'o understand the value of my soul,
5. To obtain the proper philosophy of life.
6. To balance my academic development.
7. To us<: my electives where they count most.
8. To -set a good example for others to follow,

-

FREE FORM
HAIR DESIGNS FOR MEN

hairpieces, coloring, straightening

Appointments
Available
Call255-4371
CHRISTIAN STUDENT CENTER
ISO GIRARD

NE

Quarters Discount Liquors
Lounge & O'Henry~ Country c:Bar-?3-Q

2914 Central SE
255-4371

expect the man to be there in tbe
office hours posted," said Chester
Travelstead, vice president tor
academic affairs after the Regents
had passed the measure., He had
earlier said the policy statement
had been in the works for the past
four months, prior to the passage
of the state law on withholding of
faculty pay and had been under
consideration for one to two .
years.
The law states faculty salaries
shall be withheld from any
"faculty member or employe" of
a state higher educational
institution unless the absence is a
holiday, vacation, official sick
leave or is approved by
administrative guidelines to be ~;et
up by each institution's board of
regents.
The policy will provide the
"information ba<;kground" for
UNM to "respond to the
requirements of the law," and will
provide "incentive for chairmen
to make sure faculty members are
communicating with them" about
absences, said Ferrel Heady, UNM
president in recommending
adoption of the policy,
The administration':;; denial of
tenure to Gorman was backed by
the Regents by a 4·0 vote after
verbal arguments on the case and
the appearance of both student
and faculty witnesses.
Gorman, who began teaching at
UNM in 1967, was denied tenure
in May 1970 on the ground of
poor teaching and insufficient
publi<:ation.
In his ~::ase to the Regents, the
final board of appeal in tent~re
decisions, Gorman contended the
charges against him were too
general and introduced stat(lments
on forthcoming texts and student
witness' to counter the negative
decision on his tenure.
Counsel for Gorman, Michael
Sutin, argued that Gorman had
been given "no written detail of
his shortcomings" in the four
years of his teaching at UNM.
The primary contention of the
educational foundation's tenured
faculty members arguing before
the Regents for tenure denial was
that Gorman had "left some
students out in the cold due to an
in-depth research approach in
foundations classes."
One faculty member said
Gorman was "mismatched" in his
style with particular concerns of
the department. This is a service
department and you have to have
the best of relations with other
departments. Proble'-:Us with
psychology and other education
departments was regarded
seriously in the decision," he said.
Four students testified on
behalf of Gorman, citing his
ability to "inspire" them, his
individual treatment of the
students and his reliance on
personal investigation of problems
presented in thE! classroom.

health science & legal branch of the unm boohstore
corner of Stanford & Marble
a complete line of medical & legal books
"'-
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K£617TKA11 on
HOURS

Thurs. & Fri. 8 am-7 pm
Sat. 9 am- f pm

~LAKHOUYS
Mon.-Fri. 8 am-5 pm
Sat. 9 am-I pm
Closed Sundays

1

I

QD1lAIW1.EI& llinrnuttt
Jurkage ~tntt

If you thought our prices were low last year~They're
LOWER this year. We have more merchandise, better
low prices, and more room to store what you need. Come
see for yourself-we're right aroun9. the corner at:
905 Yale SE
and while you're here stop in the lounge and have
some of O'Henry's special Country Barbecue, and our
extra special drinks from the bar.

How can you lose-low discount prices on liquor, beer,
wine, and good drinks at the bur, and our special Country
Bar-J?·Q. We're here because of youl!l

Schlitz

Vodka

6-pk .96
case 3.84

2.99 qt.

Apple Wine

Gin

.79 fifth

2.59 fifth

Spanada
1.59

Rum
3.89 qt.

HAVE A GOOD SCHOOL YEAR

Gallons of wine

~

gal.

Tequ~la
4.39 qt.
1.92
Wednesday, August25,197l
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Traffic from the University on
Terrace Street into Central
Avenue will be one·way south and
traffic west of Marroo. Hall on
Redondo Drive will be one·way
west to Terrace Street as soon as
construction permits.
Faculty-staff parking will be
avl!ilable on Terrace Street from
south of Clark Hall up to and
including the circle in front of

A Very Heavy Experience

a Living Br-idge

Reprinted from
Conservation News.
]Juring World War II fibers
from marijuana producing wild
hemp plants in the Midwest were
prized for use in rope
manufacturing. Today the fiber
quality is forgotten. Mary jane is
the name of the game, and as the
federal narcotics squeeze reduces
the drug flow from Mexico,
rnadjuana seekers are relying more
each year on second rate pot
obtained from Midwest weed
patches.
Intent on appearing to do
something about tbe drug
problem, the U.S. Justice
Department (its Buteau of
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs)
has pumped an $85,000 grant into
the Agriculture Department for a
subsidy program designed to
eradicate marijuana piants in ten
Midwestern states. Hopes are that
the funds handed to farmers in
parts of Illinois, Iowa, Indiana,
Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, South
Dakota and Wisconsin will dent,
in some small way, the amount of
marijuana flowing into the U.S.
drug market.
Leave it Alone
Since the five to 10 million
Midwestern acres which hosts
mary jane includes some of the
best game and song bird habitat in

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
BROADWAY & CENTRAL

Zs know

that being
a Romeo
isn't enough.
Bridal Set,
9diamonds
$325'

Bridal Set,
Sdiamonds

It takes more than charm to
catch a girl. Diamonds help,
too. That's where Zales comes
in. Our Embrace bridal sets are
designed to finish what you've
started. Light, delicate settings in
white or yellow 14 Karat gold
will lead most any
girl to the altar. If
that's what you want,
see Zales now for full details.
You a potential Z? .f.-~iiii~l
Take Zales "My, ., 6 , · <il ·
How You've
J? J';_:l:X?·e:>lt
Changed" Poll
and find out! ~......

,

$175

=

Bridal SP.t,
5diamonds

$100

ZALES®
JEWELERS

My, how youw changed
Diamond Solitaire
Tri<l Set,

$275
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Accepts Accreditation Progress Report

Eradication of H e~p Plant
•
IS

".

NCA UnitCommendsUNM

Scholes Hall (administration
J>uilding} except as marked by
signs and painted curbing.
Access em Ash Street from the
west will be blocked off.
A police office);' .will ba
stationed at Yale and Redondo
restricting traffic north on Yale
Boulevard and west on Redondo
Drive to faculty-staff and to
motorcycles.

Build Bridges, Instead of Walls

Christianity

..

~

James Thorson

Campus Parking, Traffic Changes Announced
Walwr Birge, manager of traffic
and pa'rking services, has
announced that seve~al changes in
traffic and parking will occur
during regil;tratic:>n week or soon
thereafter.
The changes are:
Traffic on Yale Boulevard from
Central Avenue into the
University campus will be
reconverted to two•way · traffic.

'

Downtown 318 Central SW

Opet1 10 AM-6 PM
Five Points Shopping Center
Fri. 10 AM-9 PM
Win rock Open 10 AM-9 PM Daily

Open a Zales Charge Account for Shopping Convenience
• Zales Custom Charge • Zales Revolving Charge

...student accounts invited.

lllustraHon,.nl>rgod

the country, conservationists are
concerned with the eradication
program's outcome, The
plants-they average seven to 10
feet in height, some rocket to
16-ate scattered th~ough other
weeds and grasses which provide
essential bird food and cover.
At present, the Agriculture
Extension Service recommends
that farmers selectively destroy
marijuana through hoeing, pulling,
cutting, burning, or spot spraying
with the herbicide 2,4-D. But
because hemp grows along field
edges, it does not hamper
cultivation, and farmers to date
have been content to leave it
alone. How much energy they can
afford to expend on good will
weed control is questionable.
Conser.tations ate not opposed
to select control of marijuana.
Their apprehensions stem from
the realization that select control
may prove impractical.
Considering the Justice
Department's zeal to crack the
pot racket, and Agriculture's
delight in subsidized chemical
control, an alternative to select
control-massive spraying of
herbicides-becomes all too clear.
Destruction
The broad application of
chemicals, according to C. Philip
Agee, of the Nebraska Game and
Parks Commission, "would result
in the control of a broad array of
plants. Among these would be
ragweed, nettle and fruit·bcnring
shrubs on streambottom sites,
fireweed, pigweed, lamb 's-quarter,
partridge pea, and surtflower on
upland sites. The net result would
be to shift the composition of the
plant community from its present
grassy·weedy complex toward a
grass·only complex." In other
words, "The destruction of a
species such as wild hemp with
herbicides is to the ecologist the
removal of from one to several
components of a dynamic wild
community."
According to a Missouri
Conservation Agent quoted in a
recent "Outdoor Life" article by
Joel Vance, "The stuff is all over
the place. There's no way you
could get rid of it without
doing•in a heck of a lot of wildlife
coverfl''
Hard Lacing
Do away with hemp and its
adjacent cover during May and
June-the peak period for
marijuana control-and Vance
feels game and song birds will
suffer serious repercussions. For if
a widespread spring eradication
program is followed by a dry hot
summer, a hard winter, and a
rainy nesting season the following
spring, Midwest bird populations
could be sent reeling for years to
come.
Though agents ate standing by
in pilot control areas with
eradication guidelines, final say on
how the mary jane is to be
removed lies with individual
counties. Should the program
flop, conservationists will call for
careful consideration of the next
step. Scattered marijuana plants
may be a problem; but ten million
acres of valuable wildlife habitat
deserve something other than a
hard lacing of 2,4·D.
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Hoban

VAN'S PLACE
POOL - SNOOKER

268-2300

1 free 8 track tape with purchase
of $6.00 coupon. Good for
10 hours of play at 60¢ per hr.

Ireland doin~J research on authors
Samuel Butler and Jonathan
Swift.
.
Joseph Zavadil, chairman of the
English department, has named
lva.'l Me!ada,=istantprof;:ssorof
English, to replace Thorson as
dire~:tor of graduate studies in
English,
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Cold Grin~ers

:

$ .75 :
$ .75
11
$$ .40 I
.85
1
$ .85 1
$ .85 I1
Half .. .. . .. . .. $ .45 1

Regular .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .
Vegetarian .. . .. . .. . .. .. ..
Half . . . . . . . . . .
Genoa Salami . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tuna . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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I

Half . . . . . . . . . . $ .65 I
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1
1 1
I I (:D
.~ 1
I I woo;£ I
I I a:: co -o I
I I
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1 1
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1 Prosciutto ................ $1.10 I
I I
1
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I II
I Capocolla ................ $1.10 I
;
: s. _ • • • .1
Half . . . . . . . . . . $ .60 :
I
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Pier 1 ••• for the sheer fun of it.
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Dull dorms. make for
days
( '( <ct"'( (
( r• •
nights. Why not exer'c1se your md1•
''(.£.
- )
viduality with. some out of sight.
. . .
.
.. .
. · ''~"~~u·
touches from Pier 1? Inexpensive Indian print bedspreads also double as curtains. And
what's a pad without pillows • • • we've got pillows- every shape, size and color you
can imagine. Sheepskins add a lively touch whether on the floor, on the bed or on
the wall.
Cork bulletin board$, hampers from Mexico, posters and hundreds of other interesting
and unusual accessories can be found at Pier l today. Make your room you! Come shop
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Meatball . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $
1 :
': Italian Sausage ............ $ .95
1
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Half . . . . . . . . . . $ .50
~
~ 1 Italian Roast Beef .. .. .. . .. . $1.25
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James Leon Hoban Jr., a recent
graduate of the University of
Illinois, has been appointed a
visiting assistant professor in the
speech department.
Hoban holds a B.A. degree in
drama and received his master of
education in drama from the
University of Vitginia. He expects
to receive his Ph.D, in speech
from the University of Dlinois this
year.
Prior to his appointment at
UNM, he was a teaching assistant
in fundamentals of public
speaking and a discussion leader
for the arts of public discourse at
the University of Illinois.

106 Cornell

Back To School Special

Drizzle, light rain with drops of
a diametet of less than about 1/50
inch, falls from stratocumulus
clouds.
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action.
The areas were: academic freedom
(prompted by controversy surrounding the
Love Lust poem incident in the spring of
1969), adequate financial support,
institutional autonomy, library services and
holdings, and administrative decision-making
procedures.
· NCA approval of UNM's progress means
that the University's long-standing
accreditation as a doctoral degree-granting
institution is continued by the NCA. In its
request two years ago for a progress report,
the NCA was critical of the lack of support
UNM received.
Heady, in his annual report of 1969,
noted that the state. Board of Educational
Finance, which reviews budgets for higher
education institutions before they go to the
Legislature, had been working '•Jith UNM
and other public institutions offering
graduate instruction to help develop
guidelines for determining what the actual
program needs are for higher education in
New Mexico.

UNM has been commended by the N<>rth
Central Associat~on of Colleges and
Secondary Schools which has accepted a
progress report by UNM.
The NCA is the generally accepted
accrediting agency whose approval is vital
foJ: universities and colleges throughout the
nation.
In a letter to Ferrel Heady, UNM
president, the NCA wrote:
"The (Executive) Board noted significant
progress in several areas of concern
mentioned in the examiner's report and
wishes to commend the institution, its
administration, and faculty for their
contribution to the strengthening of
academic freedom at the University.
"No further progress reports are
required." The letter was written by Joseph
J. Semrow, associate executive secretary of
the NCA, which each decade sends a team of
scholars to evaluate campuses.
The examiner's report, made after a visit
to the UNM campus in 1969, cited five areru:;
in which it expressed concern and requested

James Thor;;on, an associate
professor of English, bas received
a Fulbright • Haye;; .Senior
Lectureship. Thorson will teach
at the Univer~ity of Skopje in
Yugoslavia. He will teaeh
American and English literature.
Thorson, who leaves the U.S. in
September, will spend a month in

10% OFF TO ALL STUDENTS WITH UNM 1.0. CARD
Fair Pinto Shopping Center..... 6001-G Lomas, N.E...... Phone 265-5421

....

-~

I

·<>

HighlandsU Names Angel President
The Highlands· University received several anonymous letters
Regents voted Satul'day to offer threatening his life,
that school's presidency to Frank
Several Chicano groups on the
Angel, assistant dean of the UNM Highlands campus protested the
college of education.
hiring of a non·Chicano for the
Angel said he will accept the post, The school is attended
position when it is offered primarily by no.rthern New
officially.
Mexico residents,
The vote was four to one in
The groups claimed John
favor of the Las Vegas, N.M. Aragon, ditector of the UNM
native,
Cultural Awareness Center, was
His appointment apparently
ends a year of controversy
surrounding the HU presidency.
Charles Graham of Wisconsin '
State University wus picked for
the job following the retirement
of Thomas C, Donnelly, who held
the post for 18 years,
After the regents announced
Graham's appointment, he

Informal Events
Key Fall Rush
For UNM Frats

Zimmerman Plaza?

l'vfall to Mitchell May Madden

The Inter-Fraternity rush week
this fall at the University of New
Mexico, which begins Aug. 25 and
runs through Aug. 30, will be
more informal than traditional
rush weeks of the past.
Starting with an orientation at
the Kiva at 3 p.m. Aug, 25,
rushees will be free to visit any or
all of the fraternity houses at any
time during rush week. A number
of parties and other activities are
planned by individual fraternity
houses during the membership
. drive,
Dennis Sanchez, I.F.C. rush
chairman said that "because of
the new informality new students
will have an opportunity to really
get to know what fraternities are
like, Not only are there social
advantages for the new student,
there are opportunities through
fraternities for the student to
become more actively involved in
campus activities such as student
goyernment.
"More and more, fraternities
are stressing individualism in their
organizations, while at the same
time teaching individuals the
valuable lesson of learning to
work within organizations,"
Sanchez said. "While our image in .
the past bas been primarily that of.
social organizations, this image is
changing internally. We arc
eliminating many of the ideas
such as hazing, and are becoming
more involved with problems of
the campus and the community,
"In addition to our academic
emphasis, fraternities are involved
in tutorial programs for charities,
and a number of other programs,"
he added. "We who are in the
fraternities have a lot of pride in
our organizations, and realize a
great deal of satisfaction from our
association."

Plaza, Building Construction in Full Force
Changing classes between the
Mall and Mitchell Hall may be
even more hazardous than usual
this semester while construction
continues on Zimmerman Plaza,
south of the library.
The project began in Jate July
and will probably be finished by
February, 1972, said Robert
Schmidt, project engineer in the
Office of the University Architect.
Presently, construction on
campus is being planned for a
projected population of 25,000
students, 7000 more than last
year's enrollment.
Redondo and Terrace will be
closed during construction of a
$21h million physics and
psychology complex. The 51,000
square feet psychology building
and the 22,000 square feet
underground physics building will
be completed in August, 1972.

This summer, trees too large to be
transplanted were cut down on
the constr·uction site just east of
the Farris Engineering Center. A
total of 15 were replanted while
about 100 were killed.
Long range plans include the
connection of Redondo Drive to
University Blvd. after Rodey Hall
is torn down.
By October, the sociology and
economics deJ?artments will have
moved into the old law building,
Ortega Hall, the new faculty
office and classroom language
building, will be ready for use
when classes begin.
One third of Mesa Vista is being
turnccl into faculty offices,
Additions and alterations in the
geology building are also
underway.
Alterations and additions are
being made on the anthropology

building. Air conditioning was
installed in Mitchell and Bandelier
West during the summer.
New tennis courts on the old
baseball. field are open and an
indoor, olympic size swimming
pool addition is to be made by
Johnson Gym in 1972.
A new water well was drilled at
the comer of Girard and Campus.
The well, scheduled to be finished
in August, will provide the
campus with an abundant supply
of water. The rue fighting ability
will be improved by an eight inch
frre line from the heating plant to
the north side of the
administration building.
Most of the new construction is
aimed toward alleviation of
crowded classrooms and is
planned to provide adequate
facilities for the growing
enrollment.

Angel
passed over despite his knowledge
of northern New Mexico problems
and also because he is a Chicano.
The racism charge finally led to
t.hn r"qignation of former regent
Joe L. Otero who asserted that it

(racism) did exist. He accused the
full board of "ethnic tokenism."
In mid·June Las Vegas District
Attorney Donald A. Martinez
fihid a temporary restraining order
in Distdct · Court to prevent the
implementation of hiring Graham.
It wa~> later dropped,
'Secret Session'
Martinez charged .Aragon had
been discriminated against racially
under the State Fair Employment
Practices Act, He also charged
Graham was selected in a secret
session,
Graham finally refused the post
because of the threatening letters
and Highlands' Vice President
Ralph Carlisle Smith was
appointed interim president.
. Smith said at that time he
would not. accept the position
permanently.
A faculty · student screening
committee was formed and since
June 1 of this year they screened
152 applications, selecting ten to
send to the regents.
The regents accepted three of
the recommendations and added
one of the.ir own.
Finalists
They discussed the four
finalists in executive session
Saturday and interviewed one of
them, C:arl Westbrook of Grants,
Saturday morning.
Littleton Scott, chairman of
the faculty· student screening
committee, said Angel was one of
the 10 recommended and he
believed the committee would be
"quite satisfied with his
appointment."

Angel will be the lHh
president of Highlands.
.
He has been a member of the
UNM faculty since 1955 and has
administered several Latin
American programs here,
N.M. Teaching
He was a teacher in the Nambe
Experimental School and taught
in several northern New Mexico
elementary and secondary
oohools. He was also a principal
and supervisor in the Bernalillo
county and Albuquerque school
systems.
Angel also served as t.lirector of
administrative services in the New
Meleico State Department of •
Education.

A UNM graduate, he also
received bis master's deglee from
the University of W'lSCOnsin and
his PI>.D. from the University of
California.
Angel said he was very
"relieved and happy," He said "I
had applied for the position ~ I
was born and. raised in that area. l
am very anxious to go back and
help that area of the state."
He said he believed the school
could do a great deal to help
development of the northern patt
of the state, "One of the things
Highlands can become is a model
university dealin·g with
multi·cultural groups of the area,"
he said.

ORTHODOX BAHA'I FAITH
"If only men would search out truth,

they would find themselves united."
Public firesides Friday evenings, 7:30.
521-315 Spruce SE
Call 242-4839 for information or
transportation
Feasts and Deepenings held regularly

POSTERS
(Coronado store only)
144 different ones

Black Light, Black & White, Color
1.00-1.50--2.00

MADRAS & PRINTS & OVERPRINTS
72 X 108 & 90 X 108
Stripes & Solids

Daniels

The College Inn
....

Fe~turing

. "'

Plenty of Private Parking, walk to class

Charles Wesley Daniels, a
graduate of the UNM School of
Law, has been appointed as a
visiting professor o-f law at UNM.
Daniels, who received his
bachelor of fine arts from the
University of Arizona prior to
attending UNM, completed
requirements for a master of
letters in law from Georgetown
University and expects to receive
his degree this fall.
A member of the State Bar of
New Mexico since 1969, he served
on the District of Columbia
Superior Court Criminal Rules
Drafting committee in 1970 and
1971. He was also a committee
member of the Criminal Practice
Institute, Washington, D.C .
A proofreader
typochondriac.

Maid and Linen Service-Close to Campus

is

LEATHER ITEMS
Hats, Headbands, Belts, Vests
selection of colors
MEXICAN HAMPERS
$2.98-3.98-4.98
LEATHER PURSES
With Coin Pouches
$4.98

a

Private and Semi-Private Rooms-Laundry facilities

BROth€RS mUSIC

Recreation and Study Lounges-Twenty de lido us meals a week

&

Swimming Pool-AirCon.ditioning-Co_lor T.V.-Competitively priced

Cl1URCh

Recono exchanqe

There are same Vacancies left for fall
Come By and Look Us Over

used records and
instruments
\VI-: Buv

c11apet
iir~t,V€R~·~ty· rie.

cat1t€R6·uny
.. 425
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SELL oR TRADE

·Ph. 242·3745
1831 Central N\V
Wednesday,
August 25,1971
"J.Jl-r.. .Jt'4J. 1'rt..L,;

.,.\-'1.11,

NEW M:EXlOO LOBO

.
WASTE BASKETS
98¢ & up

Haske

Shop

SHOPPERS
BAMBOO CURTAINS
CHALECOS
HUARACHES
Mens & ·wornens
$5.98 pr
(old town store only)

Coronado Center

I:NCENSE

STRA\V HATS

Pagt• 1!J
~"·~...

,,..

l

Paid Advertisemellt

Advertisement paid for by tile ASUNM Elections Commission

REFERENDUM SEPT. 14- 15

PROPOSED ASUNM. BUDGET

The ASUNM Elections Commission will conduct
a two~day referendum on the proposed 1971·72
ASUNM Budget on Tuesday, September 14 and
Wednesday, September 15. Voter qualifications are
shown on the facing page. The Budget to be voted
on is shown below.

In accordance with ASUNM law any individual
or group wishing to campaign for or· against the
Budget must register with the ASUNM Elections
Commission not litter than three days prior to the
first day of balloting. Unauthorized campaign ljt.
erature or posters will be removed and destroyed.
Campaigning within 100 feet of the polling place is
prohibited.
To register with the Elections Commission or for
additional information contact the ASUNM Government offices, Room 242 of the New Mexico
Union.

Balloting on the budget will take place in the
North Ballroom of the New Mexico Union from
8:00 a.m. to 5:00p.m. on both days. Results of
the balloting will be announced by not later than
noon, September 16.

ITEM

I.

II.

Ill.

IV.

v.
VI.

VII.

GENERAL GOVERNMENTAL'
A. Full-time
secretary
B. Half·time secretary
c. Senate secretary
0. Office expenses
E. Educational grants2
F. Expense accounts 3
G. Executive contingency
fund
H. Senate and election
fund
I.
ASUNM audit
EXECUTIVE AGENCIES
A. Advertising4
B. Statistics and
Research
c. New Student
Orientation
COMMUNITY AND STATE
AFFAIRS
A. Public Relations and
Student Lobby 5
B. Chamber of Commerce
dues
c. Consumer Affairs
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
A. International
Affairs Committee

1970-71
$13,180.00
5,500.00
0.00

1,000.00

0.00

700.00

600.00
4,577.46

1,071.00

552.10

60.00

60.00

10,319.00
I 0,319.00

1,990.00
3,500.00

A. Cultural Committee
B. Speakers Committec 9

c.

D.
E.
"~~~~

G.

Rally Committee
1. Chnparrals
Poe try Series 1 0
Drop-In Center
Day Care Ccnter 1 1
ivfilitury 1 2

Dmit and
Information Service

5,087.00
2,087.00
3,000.00
0.00
0.00

H.

Clinical Law Prugrap1

J,::lUU.OU

[.

Agorat.~

J.

{rASA Art Gallery
('rafts Area 1 4

0.00
0.00
1,254.00

K.

B.

27,400.00
{27,400.00)

38,749.00
(38,749.00)

Radio Board
1. KUNM~l<M"'

STUDENT AFFAIRS AND
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
A. Honors Assembly. (Blue

D.
E.

F.
G.
H.
I.

J.
K.

90,899.00

14,079.53

15,244.00
100.00

100.00

L.
M.

3,680.00
8,964.00

N.

8,964.00

0.
5,900.00

2,400.00
3,500.00

Intramurals and
Recreation Board 1 1i
Kiva Club 1 7
Black Student Union
Engineers Joint
Council
NROTC (Roadrunners)
Spurs
Accounting Association
Students for Environltlental Action
Student National Educa·
tion Association
Women's Coordinating

10,000.00

1,200.00

944.00
0.00
1,200.00

4,885.00
1,400.00
1,240.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

344.73
60.00
60.00
1,714.40

0.00

905.40

0.00

1.075.00

0.00
3,000.00

1.095.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

'

Center

...

MASH
Popejoy Visiting
Professorship 13
Popular Entertainment1 9
Gay Liberation 1 9

X.

BUSINESS OFFICE

XI.

GRAND TOTAL

11.000.00
S212,387.00i 0

11,000.00
$240,589.09

8,172.00
2,950.00
3,750.00
1,300.00
172.00

58,804.00
25,000.00
16,000.00
2,100.00
(2,010.00)
1.500.00
2,775.00
5,675.00
1,000.00

52,150.00
(52, 150.00)
(0.00)

C.

6,740.00
3,000.00

81,077.00
53,677.00
(50,677.00)
(3,000.00)

B.

1,560.00
1,500.00

COMMUNICATIONS
A. Publications Board
1. Lobo
2. Thunderbird

Key)
5,729.56

0.00
0.00

A.
B.

SPECIAL SERVICES

IX.

1,071.00

5,490.00

EDUCATION 7
A. Chicano Studies 11
B. Afru·American Studies
c. Amistad
D. UNM Tutoring

6,305.00

1,000.00

0.00

VIII.

$22,155.00

3,000.00
2,550.00
630,00
500.00

o.oo

\

SUBTOTAL

$

1,450.00
900.00
4,500.00
4,875.00
1,625.00
800.00

SCHOLARSHIPS
Andean Scholarships6
Minority Scholarships

SENATE RECOMMENDATION
1971·72

Voter Qualifications
.In order to be eligible to vote on the Budget you must:
1. Be enrolled as a full time undergraduate ( 12 or more hours); or
2. Have paid the $12.00 ASUNM Activity Fee; and
3. Have in your possession at the time of voting a valid ASUNM Identification Card.
4. Absentee ballots will not be allowed during this election.

66,950.00
25,000.00
14,000.00
1,456.00

0.456.00)
3,000.00
3.500.00
3,500.00
3.180.0'"

f'OOTNOTES
1. AJl salaries arc figured otl 13 months except fl and C• .Monies will revert
back to the Reserve Fund upon passage of 1972·73 budget.
2. Educational grants shall include $225.00 for 13 months for the president
and S150.tl0 for 13 months for the vice pn:sident.
:!. Expense accomtts shall include S7S.OO for 13 months for the presi1leru and
SSO.OO for 13 months for the vicllo prc~ident.
4. Monies for the year 1970·71go forward to the 1971·12 budget.
5. The Publh: Relations Office would combine lligh school rccruilin~ und the
Student lobby ('ommrttce.
6. Includes one full stholarship ol S 1 ,200.0!l i!nd three pctrtial scholai-.hlp~ of
$400.00 eadt. "the >cltolarsllips shall not be limited lo any minority gmup but
shall be open to Jnyone wlw qualifies. A Senator shJLI be a mcmlwr "! the
deciding cormnittec for scholarslup a]Jplicanh.
1. Nativt• Amcri~an Studies :.hall tcc:dvc pri!•nty mt•r other lllinmit;. »lttdi.:"
progr.un~ for nort·approprlatcd funds.
8. l.cft over supply ftuu\•; of {'lti~o:ano Studie~ fmnt fi•,.;~l yt:.lt 19ill·7l •.,full k·
C<lttl>'t[ (JVCt tO fl<.tui VC'c!T 11171· J:!.
9. Sp~af;crs Conmn!let: "·3,{)()0.00 'hall k , 1·.sJ;Ic,J:iy ;;l!,;,·,tktl1<r •,;~c,:r -"·
Silt.~•ii~!J!t.li h~V t;f1Ct'Wi B1h.'i:'t..'•t groups. l.C., tt~~lb:. \1h:~1L'l nr :-..pt.!dJ'J
MoM~ reuJivtJ by th! cnnu1ntt~e from 'ec1sma e~nd hdMllh,,! tidwt:"
used to p;~y udditiun.!l em!~ mvolvcd in bringin!l ,,,c .. !.t'i~.

(1.500.('
2.613.0'1
400.00
3.801.00

•H~L·a ... •.
·.!1~•1;.

_.

10.. l'bc lbt~ of pll~l'i for hill 1971 slmll h~ J•i'.\lll10 Senate by n<~t !ctkr t!wt
September 30. 1971. and the list !'or Sptill!' 1972 'h;<li he :.tiven to .';eUJI~ h~ lillt

later than January 30. 1972. fn case of a chan~.: m ;,dtetlule th~ ~rtMk •,j1,.li be
notified. The cottmnttcc ~hall be required to actm;ly 5eard1 oat and bnn;• m !lltoh'

t>ngc20
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Wednesday, August 25, 1911

minority peel~. f:unds allocated ru:c for the poet's trav<!Uing, meals, lodging and/or
facility rental only.
11. ASUNM allocated funds for the Day Care Center sltall be matched on an
equal funding basis by the Graduate Student Association.
12. the printed tnaterial will be sold to individuals taking the draft counseling
clas~ for S2.00. Non·studcnts wiU receive ortly counseling by the DMIS. DMIS will
work in conjunction \~ith the C1inical Law Program. Phone calls by the DMlS
~hnH be restricted to the amount ln the line item and shall be used in conjunction
with the amount for phone expenses of the Clinical Law Draft Counseling T.A.
13. Tl1e Agora "Survival Booklet" wlll go to new students only. If by .May 30.
1971 the Senate feels the booklet will not be effective, the line item will be
dropped. Any left over booklets will he distributed.
14. SomeoM from the School of Business and Administrative Sciences shall bo:
salaried (as one of the S/(1 salaried persons) to rcort~nize thc opl!iations of the
('rafts Area and estahlbh more bu5ine>s·likllo procedures, i.e., fees and charges.
lS. Includes funds fot renovation. Renovation shall be completed by
September 30, 1971 or the funds shall revert back to tllo general fund.
16. lntramuwh und Hel'rmtion Bo2td sllall rcn••n• all mnnil·~ r.•m:~ininr, in it~
unuunt at the end offi\t,ll ycJr l9'1!Hl.
17. l·und~ will be carucd over fr<un th~ 1970-7! bndrtct.
18. Popejoy Vi>ititl!'. Profcssonl1ip has been cunlplc!ely cut. fhc Scna!L'
l'inancc Cornmit!ce uetcrmincd thJt it was the tcspon>ibllity of the Admin.o,·
!ration to fund the program.
19. Monie.Hatry over !tom f1sca! year 1970·71.
20. Includes $9,555.00 of appropttatcd funds lor pwgrmns sinc•J discontittuct.l.
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1971 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE- WESTERN ATHLETIC .CONFERENCE
IIRIZOI'fA

~TE

ARIZONA
STillE

c.llra4e_..

@Wa$hinglon St
1:3()

lfouston
7:30

@Ublt

Sept25

f:T.-.EfPast
" 7:31)

O~t.Z

Texas-Tech
1;58-lV

Ttlln.El PIJO

7:30

O<W!er J-7:30.

@YiYolllhtl

@&olondo St!lte
1:30

UCLA

September 18

STATE

@Na. Texas St
Dalla$

Sept. IS

1:30

Oct.9

@Texas Tech
7:30

@O:Ipn

IJ:CIO

1:36

~.s.·

@Aitflfte

Wa"'ill&ton State .

~

,....._

..

@WJHtilll
l:!iO-:lV

~.,......,

~$ta11;

@Litatt State

Arll••Stm

New Mexico. State

Uflft

@WromlnJ
1:30

@Utili
1:30

@Tulsa
l:;JO

Air Force
1:30

ArizHa Slate.

Air Force
7:30

@Texas·EI PaJO

Uta!t State

@Ariztna

7:30

1:3G

2:3():

@Arizana StJte
7:31)

@Wichita State
2:00

UtJil
.1:39

Arizona
1:30

West lexas State
1;00

T.-Eif'ltlt
1:31

@TUH·EIP_,
7:30

1:31

7;30

Otalt

@New

Mexf~o

1:30

Oregon Slate
1:30

Brigham Youne

Nov.6

NoJr.l3

@8rililaM Y011111
·1:30

Wylfnilll

7:30
1:30

Noll. 20

@San Diego St. @San Jose State
7:30
7:30

Nov. 27

ifllrit-31*
7;30

MtiU
7:30

• Utah

1:3(1

l-7~30:

1:30

@Hntaii
8:00

~tat1

1:30

1:30

. Ailztn.

·7:30

7:30

•"-.,...
l:l(t

c..... !lillie
~

LIIIC Bead! State

7:30

@-Indicates away game

~~

I~

hi«<RSI*
1:30
@Amana

~YIIIIIIf

... .

.,

U¥

7~»

41'==111(

1:31)

@CN!adlt

@TfQ$·Ef PQt

@San Jose State @New Me~ce
7:3()
7:30

New Mexico State
1:00

TV-NCM Regional Television

..

7:3t

7:311

1:30

1:30

7:30

MewMe~ic»

1:30

SOIItiJ Dlblli

~fie

7:30

Oct23

All Times are local times.

.

7:30.

t:»

WYOMING

ltDS-AIIiiiCfM
7:30
.

le!Q Stale'

@Oreuon State
8:08-Portland

2:30

IJTAH

@Idaho
7:38-Spokane

7:30

New Mexica

....

··~,
.7:3fJ

lEU$-

EL PASO

@Kansas Stale
1:30

Oct.l6

Ocl30

7:30

NEW
MEXICO

tOLOPDCl

Sept..I~7:30

Septll

F~ootba/1 at Texas Tech

BRIGI1A:Il
YOUNG

fMC

1:30

.r~~·
~·

WJamilll
l:30

@Utall

@l'hw~

@Utah State
1:31i

1:30

Uta!l State
1:30
Yllll(
~~

1:311

......

·~Stlte
L-31

@lfollstH

7:31J

Conference games are shaded

Football is Next
Surprise

Head .M:m

Larry Dibbles a surprise
transfer from Te;Kas Christian
University could be a pivotal
power in the defllnsive line where
he was an All·Southwestern tackle
for TCU last year, when his
transcripts arrive.

l,f

Coach l!'cldman hilS 37 ~ttermen, a couple of promising
transfers, a trip to Hawaii and a very tough schedule this year.

I.

Letuligasenoa
From the 50

Nicknamed Pineapple by his
teammates, Lctuligasenoa could
figure to fnt the shoes vacated by
Sam $carber if his.ankle holds out
or he isn't beaten out by two
other hopeful fullbacks.

Joe Hartshorne will ffgure
highly into the oflens\ve acbeme
of Coach Rudy Feldman. Working
on weights over the summer, and
with i mptoved accuracy
Hartshorne could make the Lobos
a scoring threat ftom 50 yards
out.

il
1:

I!
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UNM opened football practice
for thP 1971 aea.son here Monday
with 7 4 hopefuls repottmg,
including 37 lettermen from last
year's 7·3 season.
The squad opened driliJ; on
Saturday with the annual Press
Day session for pictures and
interviews and started two·a·day
practices on Monday in shorts and
shoes.
Head coach Rudy Feldman and
his staff are optimistic about the
season with 1970 starters available
at nearly every position.
Last year Feldman had five
experienced players seeing action
in the defensive secondary, but
three of the five have graduated.
Only junior Don Dungan of
Artesia and senior Bob Gaines of
Archer City, Texas, return and
they appear to be sure starters.
Linebacking and offensive lille
positions appear to have the best
depth with the top six linebackers
from 1970 returning, includillg
All·WAC and All Atnerica hopeful
Houston Ross. Nine of the top 10
interior offensive linemen are
back including second team
All•WAC players Tod Klein at
center, John Shipkowski at tackle
and Brad Bramer at guard. Tackle
John Urban, the Offensive Player
of the Week in the WAC las!;
aea.110n after the BYU game, also
returns and is an All·WAC
possibility.
The Lobo offense averaged 350
yards per game rushing last
season, the second best in the
nation, and except for Scarber,·
the next eight ball carrier$ return.
l'red Heney of Alamogordo, N.M.,
~t a WAC 50pbornore record with
829 yards followed by now senior
Nate McCall at 716 and
scrambling qu.arterb•ck Reeky
Longwitb 674.

BRACKEN .

Auto
Oismantfers
pho'ne 877-5355
2615 Coors SW
free parts locater sei'Vke

Auto Parts
Complete Engines
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Pet\' './.... ;Je
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Rob Winter: Small Tackl~e-Defensive Flair
By ROGER RUVOLO

When Rudy Feldman took over
the post of Head Football Coach
at UNM, he released a three·point
plan he intended to build by. One
of the points was to tap New
Mexico players for some talent.
Mter a sad end to what was
really a fair reign as Head Coach,
Bill Weeks not only left Feldman
with a few problems to work out
.n 1968, but he didn't leave Lobo
fans with much faith in New
Mexico talent,
Today, things are much
different in Loboland, Feldman
brought his forces into a notoriety
that has been absent from
Albuquerque for a good many
years, and last year won seven of
his 10 games. His players have
earned reputations around the
WAC and the country for their
performances. But still there nrc
some unsung heroes on the Lobo
roster. Rob Winter is one of them.
160·lb. Sophomore
Winter grew up in
Albuquerque, played his junior
high football at Wilson Junior
High, and his senior high years at
Highland. In the beginning of his
sophomore year, Winter did not
weigh much more than 160
pounds, yet started for the
Highland Bee team at guard. A
year .later he bad gained over 30
pounds and started every game
Highland was scheduled to play
for the next two years. His senior
year, he was named to the New
Mexico All-State teams, both on
offense and defense, and was the
Most Valuable Player Award
winner at the 1968 New Mexico
North-south football classic.
Winter cited speed and
quickness as being important
talents to a defensive tackle. He
said there are not a "lot of keys"
at tackle encounters. Keys are

men to whom the player reacts.
But WJnter's job is the same as for
all defensive linemen~ ''To
contain the run, and rush the
passer."
Some speculators on the game
think that Winter is too &mali to
play at defensive tackle in major
college footbalL In .fact, Winter, at
5·9 and 204 pounds, is one of the

WINTER
smallest, if not the smallest tackle,
in major college football today.
But he has started at tackle since
the first game his sophomore year.
Win~r says simply when asked
about his size that "it doesn't
bother me, because I have a lot of
advantages and disadvantages to a
player larger than I am, but he has
a I ot of advantages and
disadvantages toward me, so it
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Offenne of the Age
When asked what he meant by
"better," he said, "Offenses are
far from what they used to be,
The Wishbone-Y is probably the
offense of the age, just like the
ol!l Wing·T." Fel!lman's offense is
the Wishbone·Y.
About television, Winter said
that it "really hasn't hurt football,
because the school gets money
from being televised and can use
that money for scholarships
instead of taking it from the
school.'' This relief from the
already skimpy funds available
impressed Winter, "I think it's
going pretty strong (college
football), and I think it will
continue to grow for a time."
Whether or not it will outlast
baseball "just can't be predicted,"
said Winter.
Winter is part of the class that
will graduate this year, the class
that were freshmen when
Feldman first arrived. Along with
him will go people like Houston
Ross, Rocky Long, Brad Bramer
and many others. Rob Winter may
not be the biggest player at UNM,
but he has started all but one
game since he was eligible for
varsity, and mi!sing that game was
only to recover from an injury the
week before. He is a perfect
example of a new kind of faith
that Lobo fans can ~ave both in
Feldman and New Mexico talent.
Perhaps Winter best reflects that
faith. "When we're gone, I'm sure
there will be others to t.ake our
place," he said.

ContinuingEdCoursesOffered

Oil
Ortontat Brush

Philo;ophy
Photography

A'>tronnmy

Bu.'iinf'-=.s Law

I

roommate: "I think he'll do real
good. Dallas is really high on how
he's been playing."
Too Small
But Winter remains timid when
it comes to professional football.
Despite .the fact that he was
named second team All-WAC last
season at tackle, he contends that
he is "too small to go pro. I'm not
that fast, so it would be bard to
go to a position that would
require more speed," he said.
Afte:r watching hi& team win
four of their ten games his
sophomore year, Winter was not
very surprised at their 7·3
performance in 1970. "I thought
we would win last year because
there was more experience and
competition .at each position."
About thiR year, he said,
"Defense, I think, is improving all

Components

Systems

Armchair sports enthusiasts antt
adults who rif'sire physical
activity, can find courses they will
enjoy through the University of
New Mexico division of
continuing education this fall.
Spectator football is a course
for the person who wishes to
increase his knowledge and
appreciation of the game of
football. Taught by former UNM
football Coach Bill Weeks, the
eourse will consist or lectures,
films, and demonstrations with
class participation. Basic rules,
terminology, and popular schemes
of the offensive, defensive, and
kicking departments of the game
will be tnught. Classes will meet
Wednesdays, 7-9 p.m.
Line, circle, trio and square
dances from all over the world are
the subjects of a beginning
international folk dancing course
which will proceed from the very
easiest of dances and progress
into the more difficult ones. The
class will be held on Mondays, 7-9
p.m.
Beginning golf, designed for
beginning and inexperienced

car or home
prices to fit your budget
quality to satisfy your needs

I 0% EXTRA DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD
Microphones Tape Recorders Reei-Cassefte-8 Track
IVII"'\I~J;; US YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR ELECTRONIC NEEDS
Receivers
Changers
Speakers
CASSETTE CAR STEREO WITH RECORDER 99.95
SOUND WORLD
STERLING ELECTRONICS
4304lomas NE
Ph. 268~7174

1712lomas NE
Ph. 247-2486

HOLMAN1 B 1 .INC.

the time, and I think we're really
advanced from last spring, In fact,
I think the whole team is." But
thl!n Winter pondered a minute
and said, "Probably the
opponents are advanced, too, so
it's biU'd to tell how we're going to
do until after the 11th gam11.''
After discussing his reaction to
a crowd at games (Winter is not
especially afraid or nervous"You're usually o)lt of it after
you start to play"), the talk
inevitably turned to the size of
the crowds that go to witness
college football. "College football
just improved like everything else
has. Players are bigger, play is
better, new rules are coming into
effect, it's ju~;t better," he said,

PAINTING

Ad\'crLisina
Arnt>r~('~n Wt•lfarfl Sl•ntlci.•s

Arts of Chin.:~ &

pretty much works out." Win~r is
presently followed by two .larger
players at his tackle slot.
In contrast, Winter played
besi!le Rodney Wallace, 276, for
two years. Wallace was the other
defensive tackie and is now
playing for the Dallas Cowboys.
Winter, who roomed with Wallace
last year, said of his former

golfers, will consist of eight
two•hour sessions, and includes
theory, mechanics, and basic
fundamentals o£ golf, rules,
etiquette and the use of irons and
woods. Tuition of $30 includes
ball fee and use of clubs.
Intermediate Golf is designed
for those beyond the beginning
st{lgc who wish to improve their
technique. Classes meet at the
South University Golf Course. For
class times contact continuing
education at 277·2215 and
277-2931. Class size is limited to
25.
Fitness
Physical fitness for adults is a
program designed to provide an
individualized physical fitness
program for men and women. The
15 week program meets Monday
through Friday at either 7-8 a.m.
or 5:15·6:15 p.m.
For those interested in. Yoga
philosophy, continuing education
offer.; an introduction to Yoga
principles and practices, which
includes the practice of basic
Yoga exercises, breathing,
relaxation, concentration, and
meditation. Each session will
conclude with a short lecture on
Yoga philosophy. Classes meet on
Tt. e s d a y s, 6 ·8 p.m. or
Wednesdays, 7·9 p.m. Advanced
Yoga meets from 7-9 p.m. on
Mondays.
Registration will be held at the
continuing education center on
the northwest corner of Lomas
and Yale on Saturday from 8 to 5
p.m.

ENGINEERING.ANO DRAF'TING SUPPLIES-TECHNICAL 800KS-MAP,S

IS A BOOKSTORE TOO!
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McGraw-Hill
Handbooks

Sample Listing
ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT MANUAL
By John Markus, Consulting Engi·
neer, SunnyVale, California.
The author of the bestselling
Sourcebook of Elet:lronlc Circuits
has created a virtual companion
volume, containing 3,181 electronic
circuit diagrams and their respec·
tlve component values-all pre·
sented In 99 chapters. The book
will be af the greatest interest
and significance to every elec•
Ironic engineer (ond most electromechanical engineers) In a
wide variety of fields. Typical
chaplets Include: audio control,
automotive control, automotive fg.
nltlon, code, flasher, high-voltage,
hobby, lamp-control, lamp-dim·
mer, laser, magnetlc·lape, metal
detet:lor, operational-ampllfler, op·
toelectronic, photograph, powersupply protection single-sideband,
tachometer, telephone, triangular·
wave generator, voltage-controlled
oscillator, and zero-voltoge cir·
cults.
892 pages $19.50

HANDBOOK OF HEAVY C.ONSTRUCTJON, 2nd Ed.
By John A. Hovers, Purdue Unl·
verslty, and ·frank W. Stubbs (de·
ceased).
· .
This freshly rewritten source book
cadlfles the basics of heavy con·
structlon, from tunheling ta sky.
scraper erection. It Incorporates
also a virtual manual of con·
(structlon · management~, and q
handbook of construction equiF·
men!, It Incorporates sections on
basic operations like concreting
and rock excavation .along with
special-purpose (but broadly use·
ful) sections on pipelines and pavements,
1200 pages $25.00

SCHAUM'S
OUTLINE
SERIES

.fleavy

Constl'tlction

256 pages $14.75

including

~DVANCED

INDUSTRIAl ENGINEERING
HANDBOOK, 3d Ed.
By H. B. Maynard, President, M<:.y·
nard Research Council, PiHsburgh
Now firmly established as a definItive source of reliable principles
and good practice In the fleld of
industrial engineering, the third
edition of this major handbook
has undergone a complete overhaul.
1984 pag4tl $28.00
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS $5.95
Including 133 SOLVED PROBLEMS
liiiAL'fTIC il£0MEJIIY .•• $2.95
Including 345 SOLVED PROBLEMS
BASIC EQUATIONS of
ENGINEERING SCIENCE $2.95
lncludlns: 1400 BASIC EQUATIONS
BOOLEAN ALGEBRA
and Switching Circuits $4.95
Including 15D SOLVED PROBLEMS
CALCULUS ............ $3.95
Including 1175SOLVEO PROBLEMS
COLLEGE ALGEBRA ••.•• $3.50
Including 1940SOLVED PROBLEMS
COllEGE CHEMISTRY .•• $3,5CI
Including 385 SOLVED PROBLEMS
COLLEGE PHYSICS •• , •• $3.50
Including 625 SOLVED PROBLEMS
COMPLEX VARIABLES ••• $4.50
Including 640 SOLVED PROBLEMS
COMPUTlR SCIENCE ••. $4.95
Including 300 SOLVED PROBLEMS
CONTINUUM MECHANICS .$4.95
Including 360 SOLVED PROBLEMS
DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY .$2.95
Including 175 SOLVED PROBLEMS
Dlff£RENTIAL EQUATIONS $3.9!
Including 560 SOLVED PROBLEMS
DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY $4.95
Including 500 SOLVED PROBLEMS
ELECTRIC CIRCUITS , , ••• $3.95
Including 350 SOLVED PROBLEMS
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS •• $3.95
lncludlnJl60 SOLVED PROBLEMS
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ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA •• $2.50
Including 2700 SOLVED PROBLEMS
ENGINEERING MECHANICS $3.95
Including 460 SOLVED PROBLEMS
FEEDBACK It
CONTROL SYSTEMS .. , $3.95
Including 680 SOLVED PROBLEMS
FINITE DIFFERENCES 1nd
DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS $4.95
inciudlns 420 SOLVED PROBLEMS
FINITE MATHEMATICS ..• $3.95
including 750 SOLVED PROBLEMS
First Year
COLLEGE MATHEMATICS $3.95
Including 1850 SOLVED PROBLEMS
FLUID DYNAMICS • , .••• $3.95
Including 100 SOLVED PROBLEMS
F~UID MECHANICS
It HYDRAULICS .•• , •• $3.95
Including 475 SOLVED PROBLEMS
GENERAL TOPOLOGY , ••• $4.50
Including 650 SOLVED PROBLEMS
GENETICS ...... , ..... $3.95
Including 500 SOLVED PROBLEMS
GROIJP THEORY ........ $4.50
InclUding 600 SOLVED PROBLEMS
LAGRANGIAN DYNAMICS • $3.95
Including 275 SOLVED PROBLEMS
LAPLACE TRANSFORMS •• $3.95
Including 450 SOLVED PROBLEMS
LINEAR ALGEBRA ••••.• $3.95
Including 600 SOLVED PROBLEMS
MACHINE DESIGN ...... $4.50
Including 320 SOLVED PROBLEMS
MATHEMATICAL HANDBOOK
of formulas ~nd Tables $3.95
MATHEMATICS
OF FINANCE ••• ••••• , $3.50
Including 500 SOLVED PROBLEMS
MATRICES ............ $3.95
Including 340 SOLVED PROBLEMS
MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS $3.95
includlne 225 SOLVED PROBLEMS
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MODERN AlGEBRA ••••• $3.9-$
Including 425 SOLVED PROBLEMS
MODERN
ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA $3.50
Including 2500 SOLVED PROBLEMS
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS •• $4.95
Including 775 SOLVED PROBLEMS
PLANE GEOMETRY •••••• $2.50
Including 850 SOLVED PROBLEMS
PROBABILIJ\' •••.•..•• $3.95
Including 500 SOLVE!> PROBLEMS
PROJE~TIVE GEOMETRY •. $3.95
Including 200 SOLVED PROBLEMS
REAL VARIABLES
• • • $4.95
Including 375 SOLVED PROBLEMS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
DESIGN ............ $4.50
Including 200 SOLVED PROBLEMS
SET THEORY •••••.•••• $3.50
Including 530 SOLVED PROBLEMS
STATE SPACE and
LINEAR SYSTEMS •.•• $4.95
Including 220 SOLVED PROBLEMS
STATISTICS •••••.•• , •• $3.95
InclUding 875 SOLVED PROBLEMS
STRENGTH OF MATERIALS $3.95
Including 430 SOLVED PROBLEMS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS .. $4.95
Including 200 SOLVED PROBLEMS
TEST ITEMS
IN EDUCATIOIJ ...... $3.50
Including 3100 TEST ITEMS
THEORETICAL MECHANICS $3.95
Including 72D SOLVED PROBLEMS
THE!!MDDYHAMICS •••• , $4.95
Including 225 SOLVED PROBLEMS
TRANSMISSION LINES ••• $4.95
Including 165 SOLVED PROBLEMS
TRIGONOMETRY ••.• , ••• $2.95
Including 680 SOLVED PROBLEMS
VECTOR ANAlYSIS •••••• $3.95
Including 480 SOLVED PROBLEMS

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYS·
JCS HANDBOOK, 3rd Edn.
Edited by Dwight E. Gray, Library
af Congress, Washington, D.C.,
with a Staff of Spec:iolists.
The new edition of this famed
W9rking tool for those using phy•i·
cal methods In research has been
completely revised and updated to
Include new data of particular use
to physicists today. Many sections
have been cut completely, or di·
vided and greatly expanded, depending on current emphasis or deemphosls In the various areas of
physics. Some sections are com·
pletely new, For example, In the
Electricity and Magnetism Section,
geolectrlc and geomagnetic effects
in the earth's environment ore
dealt with at length, plus new
coverage of the earth's main mag·
netic fleld, surface geomagnellc
variations of space origin, Ionosphere, magnetosphere, lnterplan·
etory medium, electrical fields, and
wave phenomenon. Other seetlons
reflect the same up-to-date- revl·
slcns wlille retaining the clarity
and inclsivene~s thai made the
work a classic reference In the
fleld when first published~
2,200 pages $35.00

HOW TO FIX IT
By Morton J, Schultr, Contributing
Editor, Popular Mechanle5 Da-11·
Yourself Encydt:>p!!dla.
A complete guide to making slm·
pie repairs on objects found In
and around- the home-air condl·
!loners, refrigerators, radios, door·
bells, lawn mowers, toasters, flour·
escent fl11tures, boats, cars. For
most people, when such equipment
fails, the alternallve Is to buy o
replacement or call a professional
lo do the job. This book gives the
reader a third, and Inexpensive
alternative, because In more than
90 per cent of equipment failure,
the nontechntcally. skilled owner
can repair It himself at a minimum
expendiluro of time, money, and
trouble. In addition, making re·
pairs today Is simpler than ever,
due to tho many ofllclenl and
easy-to-use products that eliminate
the need for professional help.
More than 500 illustrations.
288 ,pages $6.95
COtll:lltNT CMICAL COMI'UTEKS
By Kendall Preston, Optical
GrOup, The Perkin-Elmer Corpora·
1 ti«>n, Norwalk, Connecticut.
The first major work In the fleld of
coherent optical computation, this
volume emphasizes a fundamental
physical and mathematical op·
proach to the subject. Not only
an Invaluable work far eledron!cs
.....'". and computer engineers, program·
,._,
mcrs, ond systems analysts, but ss·
lHNill'rtiiM,
·, senlial lo personnel concerned
~~~·- ----'
wlth the design, selection, or appliCation of computers in any field
of aclivily.
352 pages $15.00
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THEORY and
SOLVED PROBLEMS

ACOUSTII;S ••••••. , , •. $4.95
Including 245 SOLVED PROBLEMS
ADVANCED CALCULUS ... $4.5D
Including 925 SOLVED PROBLEMS
ADVANCED MATHEMATICS for
Scientists I. Enll:lneers.$4.95
Including 950 SOLVED PROBLEMS
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HANDBOOK OF HEAT TRANSFER
By Warren Rohsenow, MIT; and
J. P. Hartnett, University of Illinois,
A colledion of basics, calculations,
tables, charls, and design para•
meters, this is a handbook In
the classic tradition. Topics cov·
ered include conduction, natural
and forced convection, heat Iran""
fer in gases and in chemically reactinA flow, boiling, condensation,
thermal r11diolion, thermal protection, two-phose flow, moss Iran""
fer cooling, ond cryogenic heal
transfer. A rich array of mathematical aids Includes general
equations and seetion on flnite
difference and analog methods.

Handbook of

MODEL BUILDING FOR ARCHITECTS ,--,.···--· ····~~--
AND ENGINEERS
By John Taylor, AlA
The aim of this practical working
guide Is to show architects and engineers how to build well~xecuted,
realistic models of architectural, en·
glneerlng and interior designs-for
less money, In less time, and With
less effort.
'
Nearly 200 photographs, drawings,
and plans, demonstrate the steps that
must be followed cmd the materials
that should be used.

.....,.,

THE DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF
POLYURETHANE PRODUCTS
By E. N. Doyle, Plastie5 Consult·
ant, Houston, Texas.
This book Is written as a practical
broad based survey for people at
all levels of the urethane Industry.
Although chemical descriptions and
processes are given, the author
has ;;mphoslzc.d lhe h<lw·lo-do-il
aspects In discussing the make-up
of urethanes.
352 pages $16.00

Engineering & Drafting Supplies shopping guide
Drawing Instruments
from 4.50-18.75 per set

Drawing Boards
all ~opular sizes
from 3.45-34.50

Triangles
16 sizes in stock
from 30c-3.00

Drawing Tables
all popular sizes
from 30.50-149.95

Scales
many types
from 1.00-1 0.75

Luther House
A get-acquainted party will be
held at Luther. House, 1805 Llls
Lomas Rd~ N.E. on Aug. 28 at 3
p.m.
George Fischbeck will lead a
discussion on "Christianity and
Ecolo!JY" nt 7 p.m. Aug. 29
fol!owmg n cost supper n.t 5:30
o.t·n_ !J·I hlt('~~t'rct!:~d ~:tud~·:rt~! nr4'

.

I

~·
~·t.-

Lead Holders
from 75c-2.75

Rapidograph Technical Pens
All popular sizes and set~
from 4.95-49.95

Template Headquarters
from 35c up

from 1.00 up

Drafting Media
Tracing vellum-film
roll stock-cut sheets-pads
from 25cup

Tee :Squares
all popular &izes
from 1.25-6.05

Slide Rules Galore
from l. 96-28.50
plus many more

Dust Brushes

Come in and see our new addition. it will give you an opportunity to use our new parking area.
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----
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Expand Classes, PrOgrams

Class, Community Profectlnfo
Mailed to Chicano Freshmen
By S!lndra McCraw
is "student·ba.~ed in make·up,"
A variety of courses ranging · Abeyta said.
·
Non•Politicl!l
from Chicano philosophy to
Although the Center is strictly
E!thnic politics to beginning guitar non·political,· Abeyta emphasizes
are offered this year to UNM
st1.1dents by the Chicano Studies that Chicano l:ltudents are doing
Center.
much on campu:> and off tQ 11id
Chicanos.
The C~nter, this year, will
"Indirectly,' students in
increase the number of clasaes Chicano Studies have been
offered, said Juap. Abllyta, student involved with political actions.
senator.
There is a rising trend toward
In an effort to increase political awareness of Chicano
awareness and interest in Chicano students on campus, One of our
studies, the Center has sent letter$ main problems, though, is to
to !lppro:ximately 3,000 incoming separate the Center from political
freshmen with Spanish surnames. involvement. In New Mexico, that
The major reason behind the drive could be disastrous--£unds could
is the recognition that the Center easily be cut off," Abeyta said.

1256~35181

i

1500 SAN PEDRO. N.E,

I

Student Auto
Insurance

Special Rates For:
I. Drivers Under 25
2. Underage Females
3. Military Personnel
4. Married Students
Budget Payment Plan Available

1256~35181

Experienced Handling of
Hard to Place Insurance

Black Studies Plans Classes
To I ncrease 'Cultural Awareness'

'I'hi$ fall Antonio Mondragon,
brothor .of the lie'Utenant
governor, will take over as
director of the program, Richard
Griego, now director, will return
to his position in the UNM math
department. Mondragon will be
assisted by Antonio Gomez, who
has recently earned a master's
degrefrom the University of
California at Berkeley,
Research Center
Chicano ·Studies is further
governed by two student
committees. Policy committee,
consisting of about 10 students,
decides the direction of the
program. Curriculum committee
reviews the course outlines and
bibliographies and interviews
prospective instructors before the
class is approved.
An attempt is being made to
organize an information and
research center with data
concerning programs dealing with
Chicanos on campus.
The Center is also expanding its
library, which now contains about
50 books, Abeyta said. A film
library will also be opened.
Currently, two films 40 1 Am
Joaquin" and "Invisible Minority"
are available for class -viewing.
Every Thursday evening,
discussion groups will meet to
discuss relevant topics, Last year,
the Physical Plant and Cesar
, Chavez's grape boycott were
among the topics discussed.
Courses Needed
Also planned, Abeyta said, is a
drive to enroll Chicano students in
universities. During a conference
to be held in January or February,
Chicano high school students will
be given imormation concerning
financial aid, waiving of
application fees and other
,;ervices.
''I think we have proved that
courses dealing with Chicanos are
needed. One major obstacle was
that many departments felt that
courses concerning Chicanos and
Chicano problems wouldn't have
any academic credibility. But, at
this point, l think we have given
ourselves an academic
background,'' Abeyta said.
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Indian Studies Emphasizes
Student Counseling Groups
'I'he first thing that greets an
Indian student when he enters
college is culture shock.
'I'he great majority of the
estimated 210 Indian students em
the UNM campus are from
reservations and are taken by
surprise by the University, said

TRY THESE
last refreshing treats
during registration

FLAVORED 'IN FLAME
HAMBURGERS
BAR B·Q
FISH
TENDERLOIN
HOT DOGS
JR. SIZED BURGERS

• • •

FRENCH 'FRIES
ONION RINGS
CHEESEBURGERS
CHEESE &/OR CHILI DOGS
TACOS
RED & GREEN CHILI
COFFEE, ICED TEA, MILK

LARGE
DINING
ROOM

FROM THE FOUNTAIN •.•
MALTS, SHAKES
'FIESTAS
SUNDAES
SUNDAE SUPREMES
PARFAITS
SliORTCAl\:E
BANANA SPLITS
MR. MlSTY-7 FLAVORS
SODAS
CONES & DIPS
BUSTER BARS, DILLY BARS, FROZEN ~llSTY ETC.
17 FLAVORS

Home of iine "Brazier" foods

Regis Clauschee, ASUNM Senator
and administrative assistant at
Native American Studies this
summer.
UNM's Native-American center
differs greatly from most such
programs in that it js ''oriented
towards reservation life and
communities because of the area
Albuquerque is situated in,"
Clauschee said.
Lecturers
Although the center is not
''actively recruiting students, we
are getting a lot of transfers from
other colleges," Clauschee said.
Native·American Studies will be
making recommendations to
ASUNM Speaker's Committee this
fall for lecturer~ concerned with
Jndian problems. N. Scott
Momaday, author of "House
Made of Dawn" and "'I'he Way to
Rainy Mountain," may be among
chosen speakers.
·
Courses offered through the
program this £all will be American
Indian Law, Southwestern Indians
and Cultural Impact of Economic
Development, This spring Current
American Indian Problems and
Tribal Politics, one of the first
courses of its kind, will be
offered.
Among those teaching will be
Richard N. Wilson (Santee Sioux},
coordinator of the program;
Harvey Paymella (Tewa·Hopi)
(Please turn to page 27)

WORLD WIDE
IMPORTS

.~.

6614Central SE

256-7990

Across from the fairgrounds

• Inflatable Furniture

FAST SERVICE
AMPLE PARKING
TAKE OUT ORDERS

SALE25% off

• All Sizes and Colors

braziet
2300

Prices Same
As Last Semester

Central SE

Unusual Gifts from Around the Wor.ld
Pinata$, Mel<itclll Imports, Wrought Iron
Brass, Madras Cloths

(actoss from Popejoy Hall)
842·9270

• Hong Kong Custom Tailoring

University Dairy Queen #8

No Master Charge accepted on Sale Items
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. Indian Studies

(Continued from page 26)
the brother of Vine Deloria,
author of "We' Speak, You
Lis~en"; "Custer Died for Your
Sins" and "0£ Utmost Good
Faith.")
AirTime
" Our teaching methods this
year will involve more interaction
in small groups to provide a better
discussion of problems,"
Clauschee said.
"We have changed. This year I
feel we will be more politically
involved and more aware of being
Indian," he said.
Native American Studies, along
with the other ethnic programs,
have been provided a half hour
each week on the air on
KOAT-TV. KOB radio has also
offered short time spots for
specific topics of concern to
Indians. The programs allow
""people to see things from the
Indian point of view," Clauschee
said.
The center is also planning to
develop materia'ls £or a proposed
"Center for Native American
Languages" in cooperation with
the Linguistics program and the
Department of Modern and
Classical Languages. The aim for
the program is that Native
speakers gain literacy in their own
languages for use in teaching their
own young people. Presently, the
Modern Language department
offers two full terms of Navajo.

UNM
Wednesday,August 25,1971

•

•

understand what blackness really
is and provide a sense of
cohesiveness and security to black
&tudents," Hamilton said.
The center also provide\!
counseling, tutorial and academic
services to black students. The
largest problem black students
usually f~ce is "alienation." "The
University structure is not geared
to provide help," Hamilton said.
High schools, colleges and
many clubs have already heard
speakers from Black Studies. "~fa
group wants to know somethmg
about blackness, we will provide a
speaker," Hamilton said.
"Our doors are always open to

anyone who has a problem. We do
need more cooperation and help
from the University community.
But in the words of Martin Luther
King., 'We Shall overcome,'"
Hamilton added.

Bandelier East
With the opening of the new
lapguage building, Ortega Hall, on
what was formerly Zimmerman
Field, the old language buUdin~
has' beep. re-named "Bandelier
East.. " The existing Bandelier Hall
has been re·named "Bandelier
West."

RHODES WILL BE OPEN SUNDAYS FIOM NOON 10 5 PM.

CORONADO CENtER: LOUISIANA aMENAUL

MONDAY TltllU fRIDAY, 9;30 AM fO 9 PM.
SATURDAY, 9:30AM TO 6 PM. PHONE 2984711.

Minority Scholarships
Seven full-ride, one or two
semester scholarships for
blacks, Chicanos and Indians
are now available from
ASUNM. Applicants,
freshmen through seniors,
must not be receiving any
other forms of aid.
To apply for the
scholarships, which amount
to $250 per semester and a
book allowance, contact
Regis Clauschee through the
Native American Studies
Center, 277·4834 by Sept. 3.

Be thrifty
and be on time.
This year ·ride
the Bus
to

NEW MEXICO .LOBO
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formerly in Fort Lewis College,
Durango; and Sam Deloria and
Robert Bennett of the American
I:1dian Law Program. (Deloria is
The center is also helping
construct workshop/seminars
thro11gh Federal funding for
Indian children in the public
schools. Primarily, these
workshops acquaint the
reservation Indian with laws
involving them and help them gain
a more accurate idea of what to
e:xpeQt from the law.
Aid is also being secured from
the college of education for the
RamahschoolatRamah,N.M.
'I'he one most important thing
for the Native American Studies
Center, Clauschee believes, is
"community support. We would
really to a lot with that."

An understanding of blacknes:;
by both bl~tcks and non·blacks
through education is the ambition
of the Black St11dies Center, said
Ray Hamilton, ASUNM Senator
and volunteer at the centet.
Black Studies this yeat: will
strive to "extend the sphere of
black influence on campus,"
Hamilton said.
"We plan. several classes for all
students. Our belief is that the
classes are not only relevant to
blacks, but to eve~yone. We need
to Jearn about other cultures. The
more we know about each other,
the better we understand each
other," Hamilton said.
May Double
Classes sponsored by .Black
Studies may be doubled this fall if
a new faculty member is added to·
the .staff, Hamilton said. Already,
the program sponsors classes in
black history, black families,
black political :movements and
Swahili. Charles Becknell,
assistant p-rofessor ill education
foundations, is coordinator of the
program.
Other projects designed to
expand cultural awareness include
lectures by speakers relevant to
black"students, black entertainers,
and talks by African exchange
students attending UNM.
Hamilton feels Black Studies
"has a good working relationship
with student government. We will
have two black Senators this year.
We've learned to work with each
other. A$ long as we are treated
with fairness and justice, we will
treat others with fairness and
justice."
Black Stttdies is funded
partially by ASUNM and partly
by the administration. "Although
we're really not satisfied with our
allocation, we can work with it.
We naturally would like more
money and will work to get it,"
Hamilton said. Six staff members
are employed by the program.
Goals
"Our goals are sevenfold. We
would like to upgrade the
educational facilities, get more
black people into the University,
help the total University

Lobo Men's Shop
INFORMS THE

PUBLIC
THAT

WeNowHave •••

Split Cow-Hide Bells by levi•s
levi•s Blue Jean Bells
Corduroy Bells
Frye Boots

Unique Leather Jackets
Interesting Turtlenecks

Lobo Men's Shop
2129 Central S.E.

243-6954
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'Problem Alerting' Booklet S]Jecifies Student's Legal Rights

!'

"The Law Say~>;" a booklet
witb general dil!cussions of
students' rights and problems he
may run into with the law will b11
liVailable in limited quan~ities for
the fall semester.
The booklet is a "proble~

alerter" which points out that
students may bave legal rights. It
was prepared by K. Dilmne J<atz
and Phil Krebbeil, the UNM
School of Law, Clinical Law
J>rogram 1 Under tbe supervision of
William MacPherson, assistant

SOUND WORLD
stereo sales & service
4304 Lomas NE

AMPLIFIERS
RECEIVERS
TUNERS

Service
on

Teae, Sansui,
Bell & Howell,
Crai9 Benjamin
Standard, Garrard
and others

All TV•s

professor of law.
Booklet
"Once the reader has
familiarized himself with the
geneul discussions in the
booklet,'' MacPherson said, "he
can then more intelligently decide
whether the legal problem be bas
is serious enouj!'h for him to seek
legal services,"
"When the student makes the
decision to see!~ legal services, the
booklet ~lso bas references on
where he can go to get help," he
said,
The concept for the booklet
came from a survey of tbe types
of legal problems that students
were bringing to the Clinical Law
Program last year, The program is
funded by ASUNM, staffed by
UNM law students and supervised
by MacPherson.
Problem 'Patterns'
When they began to see
patterns developing in the type of
legal services they were providing,
they realized that a booklet on
these subjects could help many
students with their problems,
After receiving funds from
ASUNM for the printing of the
booklet and from the UNM law
school for research !lnd writing,
Katz !lnd Krehbeil began work on
it this summer.
In addition to information on
where to get legal services, the
booklet includes discussions on

·

The composer of more than 20
musical pieces and a veteran
musician for Las Vegas, Nevada
shows have joined the UNM
department of music faculty.
They are William Wood lllld
David Hawley.
Wood will be !ln associate
professot of music, Because of his
many compositions, William
Seymour, acting chairman of the
music department, descdbes
Wood as UNM's "unofficial
composer in residence.''
Wood has had his works
performed in public since 1956.
He has written suites, sonatas,
symphonies and other music
·
forms.
Wood has been at Wright State

opening Sept. I

Turntables
Speakers
Mikes
&
Accessories

Prices to fit the
all tapes and albums reduced

·. ·BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
Sonoglo Mod. 5R reg. $149.50

NOW $125 pr.

Three U Profs Receive Honors

In the event a student is
.arre$ted, the booklet also points
out how to go about arranging for
bail ap(l discusses another UNM
law' school program whillh deals
with proceedings for ~<release on
recognizance,''
:Sesides legal proble)lls, the
booklet also discusses landlord ·
tenant law, the draft, traffic l!lws,
consumer con~raQts, welfare and
food stllmps, and n.umeroua othe~
areas.

Composer and Musician
Join UNM Music Dept.

THE BIKE SHOP

and other
Electronic
Equipment

f

h?':" l&w s~lts work, road.maps o
CIVIl and (mml»<~l Proceedmgs, and
many other areaa.
''In our dealings with students
last year, we found that most,
students bad some knowledge of
their rights, but be~ame co~~;f!;'S!!d
when confronted w1th the ClVll or
c d min al pro qe edin gs.,''
Mac;Pherson said .. "With the
booklet, the ·student can le11rn
what to expect f~om the law."

College Student
10-5-3 speed bikes
Travel almost free
Storage available

I

1,.

.ITCHELL ~
M
CLASSROOM

University in Dayton, Ohio since
Sept. of 1968. Prior to th!lt Wood
taught at Eastern Washington
State College, Yakima Valley
College and Sacramento State
College.
At UNM Wood will teach
courses in composition and
advanced theory.
Hawley will be an assistant
professor of music and his
teaching responsibilities will
include stage band and
woodwinds.
He has been with the Lewis
Elias Orchestra since 1967. Prior
to that he played sax, clarinet,
flute, piccolo and basson for
various Las Vegas, Nev. shows
including "Hello Dolly" and
''Funny Girl."
He also played in Las Vegas
orchestras backing up Andy
Williams, Peggy Lee, Eddie Fisher
and Buddy Grecp.
During the summer of 1965
Hawley played with Si Zentner's
orchestra. on a national tour. This
orchestra also supplied the
background music on several
television commercials :recorded
that summer.
The new UNM professor also
belonged to the Albuquerque
Symphony Orchestra from
1953·58.
The UNM~College of Fine Arts
also has announced the hiring of
Scott Bryan~ Roth as an
instructo.t in the department of
drama. He will teach stagecraft.

Here We Go Again
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&100JEHlVL1E
THE fAMILY SAlOO.N
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299·6666
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TAKE OUT

299·6666

The comic strip Blondie
appears in 1635 newspapers.

Due to space limit!ltions all men's restrooll!B are ~eing converted in~o
classrooms. The conversion process lltarts w.Itb Mitchell Hall and will
extend to all other buildings in the future. An unidentified gr~~u!'!te
student is shown demonstrating the proper use of the new facilities.
Sources from the University Architects office believe the idea will be
well accepted but student health center officials feel the whole t~ing
will result in a high degree of constipation among the male populati?n·
Lobo photographer Tony Lauderbaugh has been awarded the Fu~t
Annual Leonard DeLayo Memorial Urinal Award for taking tb1s
picture.

. .
.
.l?'NM's chnJCalla1w program! Wtiii
0
ott0;r: free !ega counse
qualified st~dents a~d e!llployes
for. a. nommal registratiOn fee
begmnmg Sept. 13 ·
.
d
The program, oper~tmg un era
rule of the New Mexico Supreme
Court and as pa~t of ~he. U~
School _of Law, giVes atd m CIVJ!
b . .
proceedmgs on!Y· .
Couns:ling l& gtvcn Y JUmox
and semor law. ~tudents. Law
students are qua~tfted ~Y Rtlc·9~
0
of the NewtoM~XIdC~
IVId
Procedure
a VISeRues
persons an
to negotiate and to appear before

the courts and administrative
agencies of this state, in civil and
criminalmatters,unde:rtheactive
supervision of a member of the
state bar of New Mexico
designated by the dean of the law
school."
"Such supervision shall include
assignment of all matters, review
and examination of all documents
anr1 signing of all pleadings
p~epared by the student. The
supervising lawyer need not be
present while a student is advising
a client or negotiating, nor during

court appearances, except in
criminal cases in district court,"
the law states. William
MacPherson is director of the
program.
Students must have received a
passing grade ~n Jaw school
courses for thllty or more
semester hours.
The office of the Clinical Law
Program is in the UNM School of
Law, 1117 Stanford Ave. N.E.,
adjacent to the north University
Golf Course. Further information
may be obtained at 277·2913.

New Coordinator

To Be Selected
By APS Office

I'

11

I

Student Lobby
Albert Chavez, chairman of the
Student Lobby, announced the
New Mexico League of Women
Voters it1 cooperation with
ASUNM will hold voter
re[(ist.ration in the Union on
Tuesday, Aug. 31.
A table will be set up in the
lobby from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. for
anyone interested in registering'.

Check·outs from the reserve
book desk dropped 1.4 per cent in
1970·71 in Zimmerman Library,
although an increase of 21.7 per
cent more books were on reserve.

Law School Offers Legal Advice

S.I.M.S.

CALL AHUO FOR

working ~t the Nationallnstititues
for Mental Health.
Solomon was named chairman
of the School of Medicine
physiology department in 1963,
An Msociate pNfessor of
secondary education, Howard has
done special work in the concept
of the "middle school", covering
grades six tlirough eight in the
public schools,

Program Operating Under NM Supreme Court

The Students International
Meditation Society wiJI hold a
lecture on transcendental
meditation Thursday, Sept. 2 at 8
p.m. in room 2S1E of the Union.
The sneaker will be Bob
Winquist.·
i

six month$ in Washington, D.C.

,.;,..:·

BookApprovalPlan
Initiated At Library
A revised plan for obtaining
books and other materials for
Zimmerman Library in which·
teaching and library faculty
members examine new books to
determine which will be added to
the UNM collection was initiated
July 1.
"The main purpose of the plan
is to bring to the library all
cnrtent, domestic, English
language publications which are of
university level and relevant to
our UNM programs, and to
maintain our files of serials and
continuations," according to the
August is,sue of Library
Information.
The library has adopted the
approval program of the Richard
Abel Company. A fund of
$100,000 has been set aside to
pay fer the books.
Further, a fund of $60,000 has
been 'apportioned for purchasing
new sarial subscriptions, foreign
language publications, and
retrospective material.
"To maintain our current
collection of about 20,000 serial
titles, some received by
subscription, we have budgeted
$155,000 for the current year.
For continuations and standing
orders for monographs we
budgeted $20,000," the
newsletter said.

Three professors from UNM,
Robe.rt A. Senescu, . Sidney
Solomon· and Alvin Howard, have
been chosen Outstanding
Educators of Americ~:~ for 1971.
Nominated by University
officials earlier this year, they
were selected for the honor on the
b~sis of their civic .and
professional achievements. They
will be featured in a national
awards volume, "Outstanding
Educators of America."
S enf'!scu is chairman of the
departm~nt of psychiatry in the
School of Medicine, He currently
is on sabbatical leave, studying
educational aspects of new career
training especially for those in the
health care fields. He will spend

The position of Campus
Coordinator for the tutoring
program conducted by UNM
students under the auspices of the
Albuquerque School Volunteer
Program is open to students at
UNM.
Applications must be submitted
by Sept. 10 and selection of the
coordinator will be made as soon
as possible after that date,
The Campus Coordinator of
Tutoring is an employee of the
Albuquerque Public Schools and
is subject to all employment
policies of the schools. Selection
of the coordinator will be made
by a committee representing
Albuquerque Public Schools, and
The Board of Directors of
Albuquerque School Volunteer
Program.
The rate of pay is $2 per hour
for a weekly number of hours to
be designated by the Schools and
the Tutoring Office. (It is planned
that the Coordinator will be
eligible to work 15 hours a week
from the time of his employment
until May 31, 1972.)
Application blanks are available
at the Tutoring Office in the
Union or in the office of the
Albuquerque School Volunteer
Program in Washington Junior
High School.
All applications . must be
submitted not later than 3 p.m.,
Sept. 10, 1971, . Room 305,
Washington Junior High School.

I

ater Beds

KING SIZE

QUEEN SIZE

TWINS

DOUBLES

Open daily I0:00 to 9:00 during sale
Sale ends August 31
heating elements and frames available

I

I
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WATER BED CORP. of AMERICA
,,I

3321 Central SE

255-2431
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U Student Killed In Fall Near Taos
A 19-year·old UNM student
di.ed after falling 300 feet from a
cliff near Taos on Aug. 19, while
climbing with a companion,
The man, who was identified as
Ronald Bruce Schwarz · of
Highland Park, Ill., would have
been a. junior at UNM this fall,
Schw\m~;
and a companion
identjfed 8$ Albert J, Scharf of
il9 Harvard S.E., were climbing
cliffs n<nth of the Rio Grande
Gorge lJridge. The two had
camped in the area the nigh,t
before.
'l'he fall was report~d by Scharf
Aug. 19 immediately following
the accident. Schwarz wa~

pronounced dead at the scene
from internal injuries suffered
from the f11ll. Ai.tthorities said the
fall involved no foul play.
LEAMINGTON, England
(UPI)-Alf Roberts, a 52-year-old
night porter, opened a letter from
the Leamington Spa Hospital .and
got a shock.
It told him he WM expec~ing a
baby and invited him to the
Antenatal clinic,
Later a hospital official
apologized for the clerical e:rror
which had mixed up Robert's
appointment for a knee
examination.
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Rodey Is Dead

-spur·bndle, calfsklr.
linin~ and hlddor' DUll•
on 'i\bs Caval~ BfP.W"~

Rodey Theater, one of UNM's last rellWning landmarks, is being
demolished to make way for an extension of Redondo Drive, part of
tbe University's new look. In its 58·year history, the theater survived
performances of many novice actors, was the scene of both the
beginnings and ends of stage career hopefuls, ani! even housed ghosts,

MultiMedia ProjectScheduled
'Boob Tube' Coming
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ZERO POPULATION GROWTH
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call 294·0171 for

information or involvement

for Oct. 17, but Student Activities
has not .confirmed where the
concert will be held.
''Blue Dome," a New York
experimental theatre group will
perform "Buffalo Dance" twice
during the week and will conduct
a three·hour workshop for all
students interested in
experimental techniques.
Nicholson, who is scheduled to
lecture at 8 p.m. Oct. 13 at

Fly It, Build It, Learn It
In Fall Community College

.' '.
•,

A concert by Three Dog Night,
an experimental theater group,
and lectures by Jack Nicholson
and Dennis Hopper are planned
for the Mixed Media Week Oct.
10·17 by the Student Activities
Office,
Tentatively called "An
Experiment in the Media," many
of the week's events will be free
of charge to students with ID's,
Three Dog Night is scheduled

please

•

·,

lj

UNM's Community College this
fall will offer a variety of courses
to Albuquerqueans through the
continuing education center,
Among the courses offered are
preparatory cl;lSSes for the FAA
private or commercial Pilot
Certificate Written Examination,
adobe build·it-yourself, and
welfare work.
The FAA preparatory course
includes preflight inspection, basic
aero d y na:mics, weight and
balance, FAA rules artd
regulations, meteorology,
navigation, radio navigation and
emergencies. There are .no
prerequisites.
The adobe build-it-yourself, a
beginning course, provides the
amateur builder with an outliM of
technical know-how adequate to
design and cortstruct an adobe
house. It is a prerequisite for
Adobe II, which is a laboratory
course for the preparation or
plans and detailing for a specific
building project.
The Social Setvice Technical
Certificate Program, developed in
cooperation with the National
Association of Social Workers,
consists of six courses. Three
courses will be offered each
sen1ester, Semester I courses
include an introduction to social
service, philosophy of social work
and American welfare service.
Community College is also
offering courses in woodworking,
acetylene and electric welding,
tailoring, real estate, Small

::
:!

:i
lr,,

277-5243
Students may learn what is on
the agenda at UNM this fall
simply by dialing 277·5243. The
Student Activities Office has
initiated a daily record·a·phone
schedule of events to begin Sept.

1.

Any activity will be recorded
for the phone if it is submitted by
4 p.m. two days in advanca at
.........
277-4706.

__

___

The number of transactions in
the lnterlibrru:y loan program was
up 8.6 ver cent at Zimmerman
library this year.
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Business Management, accounting,
management concepts, business
law, income tax for small
businesses, labor·management
relations, marketing, advertising,
data processing, nrt of China and
Japan, freehand drawing, silk
screert printing, painting,
cer;:~ mi cs, jewelry making,
weaving, German, French, Spanish
and Hebrew.
Registration will be held from 8
to 5 p.:m. through Aug. 27,

Laqy sizes
Square toed

Popejoy Hall, will tentatively hold
a panel discussion in conjunction
with Hoppel;, said Tom Hogg,
assistant to Karen Abraham in the
Student Activities Office.
The speech department will
hold seminars exploring various
aspects of communication.
Five experimental films
produced by the Bell Telephone
Co. will be presented to illustrate
topics from the origin of light to
the cycles in life's evolution.
The Boob Tube, a group from
New York, will present a
Broadway play satirizing
televi:;ion b~oadcast to a number
of T.V.'s placed in various
positions around campus,
.. We are open to suggestions for
other activities which can
communicate on a limited
budget," Hogg said.
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worlds finest boots

2931 Monte Vista NE •
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MAGIC SAM
Funky Music

255-6355
after5

Rated at the top of the
rightest looks: our hip·
hugging acrylic ponts.
Wear them with our acrylic striped turtleneck. It
clings just enough and is
styled to be. lived in
morning, noon and night,
Completely was h o b l e.
Pants in brown, brick, red
and navy, sizes 5·13 1 $16
Tri-toned turtleneck, si:zes
~6-401 $13.

CREDIT COURSES IN THEOLOGY
-Survey of Old iestament
3 hrs. 'rue. & Thur,: 1:30·3
A study of the evolution of the Old Testament,
Thought concepts found, Critical analysis •••
-Compdrative Religion

3hrs, Tue:7:30-10

Registration: August 25-26
Place: Canterbury Chapel
Cost: $25.00 per course, plus books
Instructor:

Fr. Crews

2904 CENTRAL SE
FREE PARKING
REAR ENTRANCE

UNIVERSITY
HEIGHTS
Page31

After Expiration of Nixon's Wage-Price Freeze

Mandatory Controls Will Remain
WASHINGTON (UPI)Commerce Secretary Maudce H.
Stans said Tuesday "some form"
of mandatory wage· price
controls would be required after
expiration of President Nixon's
90-day wage • price • rent freeze
on Nov. 12.
Stans is a member of the Cost
of Living Council which has been
given the task by Nixon to work
out a long· term anti · inflation
program when the present freeze
runs out.

Stans' statement followed
announcement by the government
of action ·aimed at stabilizing
mortgage interest rates - which
were not included in the freeze &nd to m11ke more money
available for lo&ns to home
buyers.
In his assessment of what will
follow the 90·day freeze, Stans
went beyond Treas\lry SecretaryJohn B. Connally who said
Monday that some measures
would have to be taken following

LOBO

2.7 Students at Quito Center

World

27 UNM students a~e inch.Jde(\
among studenta who will attend
fall semester c!~~&ses at UNM's
Andean Study and Research
Center in Quito, Ecuador,
They are Peter K. Callahan,
Timothy A. Callahan, Pamela
Davidson, R.ichard de Sanchez,
Joseph W. Gandert, Michael
Gerety, Meghan Gerety, Patrick C.
Jackan, Laury L. Ortega, Diane T.

·News

the 90-day period.
ConnallY said it would be
"highly unlikely" that there
would be no action after the
90-day freeze ended.
By United Press lnhtrnotlonal
"I would think there would
have to be more than that,"
Connally sai<l in .the ABC·TV
interview, "What it will be, how
intensive it will be, how pervasive
it will be, wh11t it will be called, I
don't know."
FT. MEAD)1J, MD, - The prosecution introduced liS evidence
Stans held a news conference
following a 90·minute session Tuesday color photographs of slain Vietnamese civilians in an effort to
with the heads of 11 business prove that Col, Oran K. Henqerson saw some of the 'dead in the My Lai
massacre.
corporations.
.
As the court martial went into its second day, the prosecution said it
"Uniformly the busine{>smen I
spoke to are willing to ac(!ept )VOUid show that Henderson, charged with trying to cover up the
some form of continuing controls mcident, was at low altitude in a helicopter over the areas where the
fOJ; the ·purpose of controlling photographs were made March 16, 1968.
Henry B. Rothblatt, chief civilian defense attorney, objected to nine
inflation," he said, "I agree that
of the 4 7 photographs because he said their depiction of gore would
some
sort
of
control
system
is
By K.C. THALER
Treaty Organization (NATO) of a
only to ".inflame the !!motions of the jury," composed of two
likely parti11l pullout of U.S. necessary after the termination of serve
an~ fiVe . colonels. .But the military judge, Col. Peter S.
generals
the 90 days."
LONDON (UPI)- The dollar forces from the continent.
Stans said the only two options Wondolowsk1, admttted all but two of the photographs as evidence.
crisis and its aftermath have
President Nixon denied similar
One of the disallowed photographs showed a man with his entrails
soured relations between the rumors· which swept through which could now be ruled out was
protruding
and the other showed the gory death of a man near his hut.
to
do
nothing
when
the
freeze
United States and Europe. The Europe earlier this year when
'l'o
prov~
that Hendenmn was i~ a posi~ion to see such sight&,
.
mutual disenchantment in the pressures in the United States ended and to impose "permanent
Tichenor
satd
he would call three helicopter pilots who were in the air
wage
and
price
controls
·of
the
view of European diplomats were building up for a phased
over My Lai that day to tell what they saw on the ground.
' cannot but affect the future of American withdrawal from World War II type."
H.mderson, 51, was serving his first day as commander of the brigade
Stans said that a statement by
E-llrope as well as from Vietnam.
the western alliance.
which sent a rifle company on a sweep through the hamlet. The
AFL·CIO
President
George
Meany
The United States hilS found
Latest diplomatic speculation
company commander, Capt. Ernest Medina, is now being tried at Ft.
little support from its European touched off by the dollar crisis that the wage • price freeze was a McPherson,
Ga., on charges of being responsible for My L11i deaths.
"bon&nza
for
business"
was
"very
allies in the latest crisis during has suggested that the United
H~nderson.
fB;ces no. cri!f!in~l ch.arges but is acc\lsed of lying to a
which it hoped for support from States may pull out by next year unfair."
spectal
commtsston
whtch mqu1red mto the Army's investigation of the
"There is no advantage in
them at a crucial stage of U.S. about 100,000 men, or &bout
in~i.dent,
or
derelicti.on.
of duty ~or failing to investigate it himself, and
history· ·
one· third of its overall strength, pointing fingers from one element fathng to report the mCJdent to h1s superiors.
Europeans in turn resented the from Europe, Domestic pressures, of the economy to the other and
prosecution's photographs, which Tichenor conceded were
U.S. go • it • alone tactics which heightened by the dollar crisis and saying 'You're benefiting and ,,.mThe
fl amma t ory, " were m_a d e b y Ronald L. Haeberle, an Army
threw the precarious monetary the general malaise arising from we're not.' "
photographer at My La1 and now <1 free-lance photographer in
arrangements in international the Vietnam war, are cited among
Cle_velan~. He said he took his color shots with his personal camera,
Rawson
markets into confusion, with the things that are likely to
while usmg t!'o other government cameras for his official photographs.
consequtlnces to them that cannot d e t e r m i n e t h e N i x 0 n
Haeberle smce has earned more than $35 000 by selling the color
as yet be fully assessed,
Administr<~tion's policy.
Thomas Rawso.n has been
to several publications,
'
photographs
Europeans, moreover, consider
By contrast the "Yankee Go appointed assistant director of
the Amerl'can move to curb H
· have petered out in inst.itu.tional research at UNM.
. orne '' cr1es
foreign imports as a danger signal Europe, where they were raised in
Rawson has a bachelor of
Of Potentl.ally worse and more. years past as a gesture of defiance science degree 1'n sc1'ence
education and master of science
LONDON-A sudden rush to sell dollars for West German marks
unpleasant things to come. They against the United States.
European politicians and degrees in math education and today broke the quiet calm ruling on currency markets for the past two
fear the imposition by the United
States of an import levy could be NATO planners are now seriously computer science, all from Kam.as days and the dollar suffered a sharp new setback. The dollar also dipped
thP first step toward a wider worried that an American State University.
on the Dutch, Belgian and Swiss markets.
Before entering the Army in
The Frankfurt mont!y market fixed the official quotation for the day
strategy of protectionism that pull·back, even in a token form
could throw international trade could seriously harm the west'~ 1969, he was assistant to the !lt 3.3960 n:'arks, equiy~Ient to a dollar devaluation of 7.2 per cent
into disarray.
defense posture. They fear above director of institutional research compared w1th the offiCial 3.66 marks rate which existed before the
Worse still, some European all that the mere prospect of an at Kansas State for two years, mark was allowed to float on May 10.
political and economic leaders American pull·back woufd cause then served as acting director for
Foreign. exc~ange. dealers in some British based. banks said they
sense the danger of a slow return the Rus.~ians to hesitate to reduce two years. During his two years in ~etected t.n thts ~ellmg what could be the start of big international
to some form of isolationism on their troops in Europe and instead the Army he WIIS 11 systems tunds agam movmg across Europe's currency markets. Such a big
the part of the United States to await unilateral U.S. action.
analyst for the Army Personnel money movement would be the moment of truth for President Nixon's
which they believe could play
European diplomats hold that Information Systems Command at new economic policies.
havoc with western, notably the longer the present crisis is the Pentagon.
European security.
allowed to linger, the deeper and
Already there is fresh talk more lasting effects the rift could
The Veter~n::; Administration
WASHINGTON-A State Department spokesman said Tuesday that
among European leaders and h'!V!.' · on the frayed U.S.- pays for education of POW's wives
-_m_e_m_b_e_r_s_o_f_·_t_h_e_N_o_r_fu_A_U_a_n_U_c_~~=r~o~p=~=n~re=l=d=i=o=n=~=i~P~·------~-d_cl_•i-ld_r_e_n_._ _~------~ycoupa*mpt~~dd~uthV~~am~P~~ent~u~nVan
Thieu "would be a most unfortunate development."
T~e _spokesman,, ~obert J. McCloskey, told reporters that an alert
restrtcbng U.S. m1htary personnel to their bases in South Vietnam
during o~f·duty ho}lrs was not an outgro!'th of any evidence of a coup.
_He satd th~ Ul;11ted States had no ev1dence that anyone in Saigon
nught be constdermg an attempt to overthrow Thieu.
Vice President Nguyen Cao Ky and Gen. Duong Van Minh, both of
whom refused to run against Thieu in the Oct. 3 presidential election
on grounds it was rigged for Thieu, have spoken openly of a possiblE'
coup.
When asked whether the "grey alert" was to protect U.S. forces or
1
was related to the conduct of the war, McCloskey said:
"I sense in this room the speculation that coup efforts might be
mounted. We have no evidence to that effect, although n is
understandable speculation in this period because of the political
dissatisfaction manifested over the past week."

Sedillo, Susan Lee Smith, and
Judy Velasquez.
Also Jose Mario Armendariz,
James K. Brown, Alan W. Herrera
and Albert Reed, Grape B. Duran,
Rosalie Ferguson, Katie Flax,
Gordon M. Gillies, Kathy
Jennings, 'James R. Madson,
Vivi11n Martinez, Patripia McArdle,
Edward O'Lone Jr., Katsuei
Sueyoshi, and Steve Trigg,

~nu:~~,

Evidence Introduced
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Dollar Crisis Causes Mutual Discontentment

!I

European fl. elations Sour

~

Placitas, N. Mex,
Hot Duck Playing
September 3-4

~ 15¢ beer
Tequila
~ Thurs. 7-9
25¢ T. hu.rs.
$1 includes
~
Sat. 2·8
all njght
1st draft
MWMWM~~WM_,M~W)~·liMIWt!
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1onson Gallery Shows Local Art
The first exhibit of the fall at
Jonson Gallery on the edge of
UNM campus will .feature eight
paintings, six mosaic assemblages
and five wood carvings by
Mariellen Blackburn of Placitas,
The show opens Aug. 29 and
will continue through Sept. 24.
Jonson Gallery, 1909 Las Lomas
NE, is open from noon until six
p.m. daily except Monday.
Blackburn was born on a ranch
on Blue Mesa, near Montrose,
Colo. Raymond Jonson, director
of Jonson Gallery, said,· "It is
clear that Blackburn's work has
been strongly influenced by these
Colorado mountains she has
known all her life."
Blackburn is marrio!d to Air
Force Lt. Col. Leo C. Blackburn
(ret.). During the 26 years Col.
Blackburn was in the Air Force,
they lived in many parts of the
United States, in the South Pacific
and parts of Europe.
While in California during the
1950's Ms. Blackburn worked
briefly with Shirley Rousseau
Murphy in mosaics and John

Berry in painting, Jonson said.
In 1964, upon the Blackburn's
return to the United States, and
Col. Blackburn's retirement from
the Air Force, Ms. Blackburn
"blossomed in a resolutely
nonrepresentational expression so
far as her painting is concerned,"
Jonson said.
"Concurrently, she began
producing her wood carvings," he
adde(l.
Jonson, professor emeritus of
the UNM art department,

described Blackburn's art: "'l'he
mosaics, made of various
materials, offer variations,
complexities, and craftmanship
that call for much more than
casual study.
"The woodcarvings are usually
rough·hewn and spontaneous,
retaining the character of the
wood.
"The paintings are entirely
another thing, being nonobjective,
with an occasional personal
symbolic involvement."

STEREDSONIC
EQUIPMENT
NOW IN TWO LOCATIONS!

*101 Cornell, S.E. (near U.N.M.)
268-3136
*5003 Menaul Blvd., N.E.
268-4227
ffOURS 9:00A.M. TO 7:00P.M. MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

*Finest in quality audio equipment.
*Sound room available for optimum comparisons.
*We will attempt to give you the lowest prices on
package plans.
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Exhibition Features Varied Media
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LA FAYE
RADlO ELECTRON\CS
ASSOClATE

years ago Water..

Zubin Mehta

Zubin Mehta, conductor of the Los Angeles Philharmonic, will
appear in concert at Popejoy Hall November 19. Tickets for the
performance are available at the Popejoy Hall box office, prices range
from $5·9.
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3 Day Service
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New Releases Include 'Ram' and 'Winwood'
.

-

During tQe first two or three
weeks we'll be reviewing albums that
have appeared during the summer
months, when most of you were
retreated to your respective areas of
the country or world, lapping up the
smog or breaking backs to
accumulate tuition money for good
ol' UNM. We'll probably dig back as
far as May or even April for a few of
them, since an album's release date
doesn't necessarily coincide with the
date it, appears in Albuquerque,
1
although that has generally been
overcoine with the advent of two
independent record stores here.

***

"RAM"- Paul and Linda
McCartney (Apple I SMAS. 3375).
It would be difficult for me to
hide my contempt for McCartney, so
why even try? I think 1 have the
right to do it though, having sung his
praises so loudly in the past.
"RAM" is a disaster from one end
to the other. At best- nonsense
(though that term could be used
endearingly, it isn't here); at worstgarbage, pap, ego-tripping in a barren
wasteland. What moments there
seem to be, when isolated, of
genuine McCartney creativity and
humor, are lost, drowned, and

.

Kids Find 'Oz' Enjoyable
The Albuquerque Civic Light
Opera's production of "The Wizard
of Oz" isn't anything like the movie.
And that's good.
After watching Judy Garland 45
times it becomes refreshing to see
Kathy Bailey, a perfectly enjoyable
Dorothy, go through her paces as the
Kansas farm girl in the currently
running ACLOA "Wizard." It is, and
always has been, a kid's show and
Ms. Bailey doesn't let the kids down;
she portrays a very nice, very sincere
Dorothy.
The presentation falls short of
some productions the company has
come up with, such as "Camelot,"
but it is in short order as enjo1able
as ever a Wiz there was; mostly
because of the elaborate technical
detail work going into the costumes,
make up and extraordinarily fine set
design.
It is unfair to compare the
ACLOA production with the movie
but it is inevitable. People attending
the second night performance could
only utter such criticisms as, "just
like the movie" or "she sings just
like ... " But the real critics there
were the kids. The effectiveness of

Entertainment
(continued from p(Jge 84)
Guess Who for hom11coming, Nov.
6. Popular Entertainment
Committee chairman Mike
Conway says another concert is
planned for the ent:i of November,
b1lt the performers have not yet
been decided upon,
More information on what
outside p:romoters are planning
will appear soon In The Lobo, but
the first concert of the year is
akeat:iy set for Aug. 31 in the
l)nion Ballroom. The Third
Annual King Kong Memorial
T r i b ·a 1 S t o m p , b e i n g
enthusiastically billed as the
"Super Concert of the Year" even
in the face of larger names to
come (see above paragraph), will
feature Bo Diddley, Little Orlie,
Family Lotus, Malachi, and Holy
Mackerel, and will run from 6;30
to midnight. Little Orlie and
Family Lotus are both New
Mexico bands, Holy Mackerel Ls
being brought in from Sonoma,
Cal., Malachi is a Nashville • born
Buddhist teacher· musician, and
Bo Diddley, now a New Mexico
resident, is one of the original
rock and rollers. The concert is
being sponsored by Black Student
Union and promoted by the
Astral Projection newspaper, with
tickets selling for only $2 at most
local head shops.
The Cultural Program
Committee has lined up an
outstanding program for Popejoy
Hall this season. On page 36 you'll
find an ad with the complete
schedule, some of the highlights
being the Vienna Opera
Company's "Die Fledcrmaus," the
Osipov Balalaika Orchestra with
stars of the Bolshoi ballet and
opera, Zubin Mehta and the Los
Angeles Philharmonic, the
National Players' Moliere comedy
"The Miser," the Ballet Folklorica
Mexicana, and the Dance Theater
of Harlem. Student subscriptions
are still available in all but the
front section, at an amazing
discount of 75 per cent, ranging in
price from $10 to $16 for 11
programs. Faculty/staff
subscriptions come at a 35 per
cent discount, and the general
public can save 25 per cent over
the cost of individual tickets.
Watch the entertainment
section of The Lobo for other
events and programs as they
become scheduled.

~

. true love: a . twanging Nashville
rendered guilty by association.
It's obvious that four Beatles are album. John has continued his series
better than one, but it has also been of self examination albums with
proven now, with all the solo albums Yoko, laying out so much ego as to
we have to judge by, that the Beatles repulse all but his staunchest admirers.
were much, much more than the sum George's ''All Things Must Pass"
of their parts. It seems now that established him as the most complete
while they were together the other of the solo Beatles, but his mystical
approach to music is hard to take for
many people.
Sad to say, "the Beatles" are still
having women trouble, even though
they're separated; Paul has let
(insisted on?) his wife Linda become
a partner in the music, as John did
with Yoko - and neither of them
possess the talent necessary, All they
accomplish is bringing their husbands
down to their level. If either had
married a Joni Mitchell or a Laura
Nyro, it would be fine to extend
their personal partnership to the
stage; but Linda and Yoko have no
more right to be recording albums
than do McCartney's or Lennon's
parents or brothers.
I seriously doubt Paul is going to
three acted as modifiers, restrainers come up with anything worthwile
upon the individual eccentricities of until he stops trying to compete with
each other.
John and Yoko and simply goes into
Ringo gave us a "Sentimental the studio to lay down some real
Journey" with tunes his mum and Paul McCartney.
dad love, and followed with his own
***
"WINWOOD"- Stevie Winwood
(United Artists I UAS-9950).
This is a "Greatest Hits" album,
with a twist; rather than a gathering
of the best work of a group, this is a
the players and special numbers collection of the work of one artist
could be measured by, "eeh neato" through at least four groups and a
remarks or simple "Wows." Jean few more albums.
Stevie Winwood is a name many
Crandal as the Wicked Witch of the
West was convincing enough to merit people know, but he is not generally
a cry of horror from one of the kids categorized as a "superstar," except
in the audience.
by the overzealous. He became
Tony Templeton conducting the especially well-known when he
orchestra was fine. The music was a joined the short-lived Blind Faith,
definite plus to the singing and dance but was somewhat overshadowed gy
numbers in addition to Templeton's the presence of Eric Clapton and
direction of the Overture and the Ginger Baker. Before that he was the
musical driving force behind · the
Entr'acte, which began Act II.
The crowd was sparse the second Spencer Davis Group and Traffic,
night of the performance, which may and later toured and recorded with
or may not be attributed to the type Baker's Air Force. He also added his
of children's musical being presented keyboard work to albums by Joe
at Popejoy. Yale Park was closed two Cocker and Leon Russell. While most
days before the opening night, which artists with a track record like his are
may or may not be coincidence and approaching or already on the
may or may not have enhanced the "wrong" side of 30, Winwood is only
possibility of a bigger crowd.
23 and will undoubtedly be a major
The show will continue this influence for years to come.
coming weekend, Aug. 27 and 28,
The selection of the 21 cuts on
with a matinee the 29. Ticket this double album cannot be faulted;
prices are $4, $3.50 and $3, with included are "Keep On Runnin',"
students and children half price.
"G imme Some Lovin' " "I'm A
It would be a shame' for the kids Man," "Dear Mr. 'Fantasy,''
to miss this one, but if they do there "Medicated Goo," "Forty Thousand
should be one on the tube sometime Headmen," "Sea Of Joy," and so on.
soon.
Mark Sanchez It is an impressive collection which

gathers the. scatte;red evidence of
Winwood's talent and should be
enough t.o convert any unbeliever.
As was the intention, this album
succeeds in showing Winwood's
development when played in the
proper sequence. The only problem
with it all is-nobody asked Stevie
about it before they assembled his
work, and for some reason I'm not
sure about he doesn't like it. At all.
To the point where he was uttering
threats of legal action against United
Artists, If it hasn't been done
already, UA is at least seriously

considering taking the album off the
market. So if you do spot it
somewhere- and good luck: I
haven't seen it anywhere in town for
abo.ut three months- grab it;
because it may well turn out to be a
collector's it'em, but more
importantly because it is jammed full
of tasteful Stevie Win wood music.
Charle~ Andrews

Entertainment
If you can't pick up on plenty of

great entertainment at UNM this
year, it will be because you lack the
funds rather than the opportunities.
Between the concerts planned by
the Popular Entertainment
Committee and by outside
promoters, Albuquerqueans will
finally be put in the delightful
situation that has always "plagued"
the East and West coast residents:
having to choose which ones to see
and which • to pass up. Sept. 5
Popular Entertainment will present
Quicksilver Messenger Service, Ballin'
Jack, Redbone, and probably
Sugarloaf, at 7:30 in Johnson Gym.
Tickets, available at the University
Box Office, Budget Tapes &
Records, Strombergs, Reidlings, and
Exchange-A-Tape in Santa Fe, are
$3.50 in advance ($3 with UNM ID)
and $4 at the door. Sept. 18 the
official touring show of "Jesus
Christ, Superstar" will come to the
University Arena. Three Dog Night
will appear there Oct. 17, as will the
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MESA CORNER ·
the little corner that gets it together
Books-Music-Health Foods-Hair
across from campus

Corner ol Central 8 Mesa

stReet
CIRCUS
-1820 CENTRAL
243-1988
·'

BarberShop
Haircuts While You Wait
Long hair or short

telephone 242•0736 • 1824 Central SE

~---------~
All Marked Down from
Our Incredible Everyday Prices
for all day and night
of August 27, 1971

FAMILY

STORES
Featuring Organically Grown Whole
Grains, Cereals, Flours & Beans-In Bulk
Plus
Peanut Butter
Sea Salt
Seeds

(please turn to page 35)

Nuts

Noodles

New Moon Waterbeds
5 year guarantee
lll.'tt August 27.

Beverages

Spaghetti

Oils

Dried Fruits

Enjoy Our Low Prices & .
Peaceful Atmosphere

OKIES Rathskeller

107 Mesa SE

.~PERUSED"

~

All your
mu>t dteri,hed nwment<,
will be forever ;ymboli;ed
by Y"ur Keep;.tkc
diamond Cn!;agement rinr:
from Feather·,.

r ....tthcr·.. dc,igner.. llf
beauliful thing.,
for bc.tulltul people!

Thanks

Cn•dit and Lty.tway

~

BOOKS

AT
l·ZPRICE

RECORDS
August 27 Price
List Price
4.98
5.98
6.98
9.98
17.98

2.79
3.56
4.54
5.99

..

7.59

Pipes, Papers, Clips
Incense, Rolling Devices
Imported 6 x 9 Indian Prints
Assorted Oils

Hardback-Paperbacks
Magazines

THE BOOKCASE
lOCJ Mesa IE

University & Central

-.,J-,~
r

lHE MALL Shopping Center 22S6 Wyoming N.E.

...

qolO
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NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Wednesday, August 2t;, 1971
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Lobo Book Review

•

Suggested Reading for Radicals
' • T H E 0 R G AN I Z E R • S
MANUAL • • ~ The 0. M,
Collective/Bantam 1 $1.25
paperbacll:).
l t is the duty of the
revolutionary to learn how to
operate the mimeograph. This
advice, and a lot of tips on
activity directed towards social
change, .can be found in "The
Organizer's Manual." This book
doesn't actually offer step·by·step
instructions on the mechanics of
duplicators, but assumes you
know enough to ask questions
such as "How many copies can I
get for how much?" and "How
should leaflets and newsletters be
composed to make them most
effective?"
The emphasis is on skills of
social change, The Collective has
gathered material previously
available only in obscure,
narrowly circulated publications.
T h e r e i s a n e x t ens j v e
bibliography-directory at the end

L

!
I

I
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW-MEXICO

of the book listing the sources of
much of the booll:'s material as
well as organizations and sources
of current information. In the
text itself is a short description of
Vocations for Social Change, a
California organization which
serves as a kind of clearing ho~se
or voluntary employment serv1ce
f?r people who. want to W!>rk full
time at alternative occupatiOns.
The practice of publishing in
standard paperback form to reach
more people at !ower cost has
W0 r ked. well 1n the draft
counseling movement. The
"Handbook For Conscientious
Objectors" has gone into the.
eleventh edition, and the wider
"Guide To The Draft" by Tatum
and Tuchinsky is now in the third
editio';l, ~uture ed!~ions o~ "The
Orgamzer s Manu:U are e_v1de?tly
what ~he Coll~ct1v~ had m mmd;
there IS an address on the last page
to send suggestions or corrections.
For example, Part B, titled

AND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM C0,\1\MITTEE
OF THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS, UNM.

POPEJOY HALL
present

THE 1971-72 ENTERTAINMENT SERIES
(AN ADVENTURE IN THE LIVELY ARTS)

Exquisite-Exotic-Charming

NATIONAL PLAYERS

LOS ANGELES
PHILHARMONIC

LITTLE /\NGELS
OF KOREA

Production of
Moliere's Great Comedy

ZUBIN MEHTA, conducting

(Notional Ballet)

THE MISER

Friday, November 19, 1971

Wednesday, October 6, 1971
$5.50, 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50

Tuesday, November 23, 1971

$9.00, 8.00, 7.00, 6.00, 5.00

Neil Simon's Latest Comedy Hit

$4.00, 3 50, 3.00, 2.50, 2.00
Award Winning Musical Hit

SUBSCRIBE NOW

PROMISES, PROMISES

THE LAST OF THE
RED HOT LOVERS

Students save 75% plus
Faculty- Staff save 35% plus

Sunday, December 5, 1971

All Dates Subject to Slight Change
With Written Notice

Tuesday, January 4, 1972

$5.50, 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50

(section I Solei Out)

$7.00, 6.50, 6.00, 5.00, 4.00

Black Grace & Beauty

OBIE Award Winning Comedy

Book by Neil Simon
Music by Burt Bacharach

Direct from .Moscow

DANCE THEATER
OF HARLEM

BUITERFLIES
ARE FREE

Saturday, January 22, 1972

Tuesday, February 15, 1972

$6.50, 6.00, 5.50, 4.5~, 3.50

$5.50, 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50

THE MAGNIFICENT

OSIPOV
BALALAIKA ORCHESTRA
WITH STARS OF BOLSHOI BALLET & OPERA

Monday, February 21, 1972
$7.00, 6.50, 6.00, 5.00, 4.00

In the Nikolais Tradition

THE BIG ONE

DIE FLEDERMAUS

MURRAY LOUIS
DANCE THEATER

BALLET FOLKLORICA
MEXICANA

Wednesday, March 1, 1972

Wednesday, March 15, 1972

Monday, April10, 1972

$10.00, 9.00,8.00,7.00,6.00

$5.50, 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50

$7.00, 6.50, 6.00, 5.00, 4.00

VIENNA OPERA CO.
in

A limited number of subscriptions to the complete series of eleven events are now available to the general public at the prices listed below. All subscription requests will be filled in the order of receipt.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
%
SECTION
I
II
Ill
IV
Disc.
v
V~A-l_U_E~OF~SIN_G_l_E-TI~CK~-E-TS---~$~6~9.~00~~~-$63.00
- $57.00·~.~--------$48.50
$40.00
PRICE, PUBLIC

50.00

45.00

40.00

35.00

30.00

25%+

FACULTY/STAFF, UNM
(must boon UNM payroll)

43.00

39.00

35.00

30.00

24.00

35%+

STU/ACTIVITY CARD, UNM

18.00

16.00

14.00

12.00

10.00

75%+
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"Constituencies," is an anthology
of political·historical essays on
working with high school,
university, labor, and other
"groups." Undoubtedly much of
this will have to be rewritten for
later editions as issues and moods.
change.
.
l n t he e s s a y t 1 t I e d
"Universities" 0. M. sets the stage
for on-campus governance and
rel~tions. "':ith the owne~·clients of
umvers1t1es and With local
communities .. A;s student
governmei?t. C!rgamzatmns .take .on
more activities, close attention
must be paid to see that the.ir
operation is kept in the interest of
the students. This will require
listening to th~ entire student
body,
Further . advice ~ offered on
re)ati?ns With faculties. 0. M. (no
relation to O:M.A.L., wh?se
column appears m a local dally)
maintains that faculties once had
considerably more control over
university policies, though the
evidence is obscure, and have
ceded much of that authority to
university administrations. The
writer of that essay may be
surprised to discover that he
shares the historical viewpoint of
Sidney Hook.
University faculties are not to
be regarded as monolithic. "If you
fail to recognize this and Jet
disappointment or impatience
prevail over an informed analysis
of the actual relationship of
forces, you will tie the hands of
your staunch allies and throw
your potential, still vacillating
supporters into the ai-ms of the
reactionaries .. , • If you are
serious about winning, you will
have to work with a lot of people
with whom you don't entirely
agree-perhaps agree only on the
point that has brought you
together."
Much of the guidance offered
in the Manual deals with
preparation and feedback for the
improvement of radical activity.
Some of this advice may be hard
for the impatient to take. It
includes such pointers as listening
to parents and community people
and avoiding the violence offered
by provacateurs and "plate glass
revolutionaries."
There is a short chapter on legal
protection. Some of the
suggestions may vary in validity
from place to place and may
become obsolete with court and
legislative decisions. Before a
crunch comes, you might do well
to talk with the Civil Liberties
Union or Legal Aid.
"The Organizer's Manul" is
available at The Living Batch and
other Albuquerque bookstores.
"
Ray Crain

Bomb Commission
Robert S. Stone, dean of the
UNM School of Medicine and
UNM vice president for health
sciences, has been appointed to
the advisory committee of the
Atomic Bomb Casualty
Commission.
The meetings involve over·all
review of the on-going research on
the effects of atomic radiation.
Stone's appointment to the
committee was made by the
president of the National
Academy of Sciences.
Stone was chief of research in
pathology for the Atomic Bomb
Casualty Commission in
Hiroshima, Japan, in 1959·60.

Dental Honors
Carman Bliss, dean of the UNM
College of Pharmacy has
announced that 27 students
enrolled in the College of
Pharmacy and the dental hygiene
program have qualified for the
dean's honor roll for the second
semester of 1970·71,
Pharmacy students from
Albuquerque are: Joseph A. Baca
and Patricia Niemeyer, fifth year;
Linda B. Buckalew, Donald L.
Cooper, Gail W. McSweeney,
Cynthia R. Smith, Robert J.
Stevens, and Leslie G. West,
fourth year pharmacy; Gary B.
Heeter and Patricia A. M<.Crory,
third year; Wllona R. Curths,
Rodney Hill, and Thomas M.
Martin, third year pharmacy.
Students in the dental programs
who made thy honor roll are
Dawnelle Allen, Linda Novak, and
Judy White, class nine; Sally
Barnes, and Norma Miera, class
10.
NEW MEXICO LOUO
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Works by Russian Sculptor On View

VILLA

Art Gallery Features Archipenko
30 works by Alexander Beaux Arts in Paris, but quit two
Arc1aipenko one of the all-time weeks later. Then he studied on
gre1•.ts in 20th Century sculpture, his own, visiting many museums
make up the .Urst exhibition of where he drew inspiration
the fall .season for the UNM Art especially from Egyptian,
Museum.
Assyrian, archaic Greek and early
The show, called "Archipenko: Gothic works.
The American Years, 1923·63,"
Four years later Archipenko
opens August 30 in the upper had opened his own art school in
gallery of the museum in the. Fine Paris. But in 1923 he moved to
Arts Center. It will run through New York City and opened
&!pt. 26.
another school.
Archipenko'!l sculptures,
He died in 1964 in New York
mnging in height from six and
City.
one·half inches to more than five
The sculptures at the UNM
feet, are bronze, alumninum and
exhibition come from the last
marble, and polychromed bronze
four decades of his life while
and aluminum._
working in this country.
The sculptor was born in 1887
Louise Lewis, acting director of
in Russia. In 1902 he entered an
the art museum, said the works at
art school in Kiev, only to be
the UNM exhibit show the
expelled four years later for • "jewel·like quality of
criticizing his teachers as "too old
Archipenko's sculptures."
fashion and academic."
"The UNM Art Museum is
In 1908 he entered Ecole des
particularly pleased to present this
exhibition since it recently
acquired as a gift from The
Tonigan
Friends of Art a very fine
Richard Tonigan, associate Archipenko," Lewis said.
professor of education, has
That is a 23·inch high bronze
written an article for "The
Encyclopedia of Education,"
recently published by the
Macmillan Co., •md is co·~.\lthor of
a chapter included in "Education
in the States: Nationwide
Development Since 1900."
Tonigan also is director of the
New Mexico Research and Study
Council and of UNM's Bureau of
Educational Planning and
Development and School Plant
Planning &rvice. He writes a
monthly column, .. Plant
Maintenance," for ''School
Management" magazine. ·
His five·page article in the new
encyclopedia is titled "Business
Management of Schools."
The chapter, "Educational
Facilities," was written for
"Education in the States" with
Thomas C. Holy of Ohio State
University. The two·volume study
of state departments of education
was financed by the U.S.
government and completed for
the Council of Chief State School
Officials.

Hair Designs
for

I

piece called "Lazarus." It will be
at the UNM show.
Lewis added that th,, show "is a
continuation of our policy of
recent years to show works of an
internationally known sculptor
and the works of artists who lived
and worked in the United States."
The museum is open from 10
a.m. until 5 p.m. Tuesdays
through Fridays and 1 p.m. until
5 p,m. en Sundays.

MEN

SPECIALIZING IN

THE NATURAL CUT
STRAIGHTENING
COLORING

FOR APPOINTMENT

CALL

and

REGULAR
HAIR CUTS

255-3279

LOCATED AT.

107 WASHINGTON,.S.E.

I

Host Families
Prospective host families for
foreign students are invited to a
reception sponsored by the UNM
International Programs and
Services Office Aug. 29 at 7 :30
p.m. at the Intematonal Center,
1807 Las Lomas Rd. N.E.
Host families, says Gerald
Slavin, director of the
International &rvices, do not
invite- foreign students to reside
with them. They, however, invite
them to their homes for dinner or
family gathering::, and ask
students to accompany them on
various trips and outings.

\

CIVIC LIGHT OPERA
Live on Stage
The Wonderful

WIZARDofOZ
Cast of 90

Full Orchestra
Fri. & Sat., Aug. 27 & 28
Sun., Aug. 29

Adults 4.00, 3·50, 3.00 Students 1/2 price
Telephone

Wednesday, August 25, 1971

277~312I
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Cultural Events Set
UNM Museum Receives Grant

~~~---~JWftrna·.·

For Popejoy Season

$10,000 Awarded for Purchase of Art
The UNM Art Museum has National Endowment of the Arts
received a $10,000 grant from the Slid, "These grants, the first in
National Endowment of the Arts our fiscal year 1972 Museum
earmarked for the purchase of Program, will enable works by
Hving American artists to be
oontempol'ary American art.
The museum was one of 16 in added to the museums'
the United States named to <:allections.
"We have been extremely
mceive such a grant. These grants
are dependent upon matching pleased with the outstanding
funds being raised from private quality of the paintings and
sources in the museums' sculpture acquired under this
program in the past," she added.
communitills.
The n!)w!y announced grants
Clinton Adwr.s, dean of the
UNM College of Fine Arts, said Ill! bring to 50 the total of $10,000
is looking forwar.d to the grants "mad.e under the
challenge of raising the matching Endowment's Museum Purcha~;e
funds.
Plan, which began in 1968. Its
The funds must be new money total this year was $160,000.
rather than being appropriated
Thomas Leavitt, director of
from the College of Filte Arts or Museums Programs at the
Endowment said, "This program
UNM budget, he said.
Selection of the works to be helps to give the public accC~;~; to
purchased by the UNM Art the best in contemporary
Museum will be made later, American art. Only through such
Adams added. A committee will access can our citizens experience
be appointed to study purchase the exciting development of our
nation's artistic growth."
possibilities.
The National Endowment for
Nancy Hanks, chairman of the

c

~'--~---_.,..,-·

__

the Arts is a :Federal government
agency created by Congre~;~; in
1965 to encoutage and assb;t the
arts in Amtlrica.

Edwards
W. Sterling Edwards, profC~;~;or
of surgery in the School of
Medicine, has been invited to be a
guest faculty member at a cardiac
conference this fall.
The 18th annual western
cardiac conference, ''W"nat's New
in Cardiology", will pe held at
University of Colorado Medical
Center in Denver on Oct. 20·22.
Edwards will discuss coronary
artery surgery, surgery of
peripheral arterial occlusive
disease, and palliative surgery for
congenital heart disease.
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Photo bv Lauderbaugh

Albuquerque police officers kill time in Yale park by surveying the
surrounding terrain. It is not certain what they saw or what they were
looking for, but several pretty girls have ~?een known to walk J?IISt on
the opposite side of the street. 01: they m1ght have been watchmg the
First Annual Police Department Motorcycle Scramble.

And They're Off

,I

'!
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John D. Robb is writing" a
manuscript on traditional hispanic
folk music of the Southwest with
the help of a $10,000 grant to
UNM from the Rockefeller
Foundation.
Robb, dean emeritus of the
UNM College of Fine Arts, said
emphasis will be placed on New
Mexico in the manuscript, and it
will be based largely on songs and
dances he has collected during the
past 10 years.
''There is a large body of
religious.music of which the most
prominent is music of the
Alabados," Robb said. Many of
these are Christmas and
Easter-related.
"And there are many other
miscellaneous hymns coming from
country churches," he added.
"There are songs about wakes
and weddings. As a matter of fact
each event of a person's life seems
to have an appropriate song,"
explained Robb, who began work
on the manuscript in the spring of
1970.
Robb's study also has revealed
many narrative songs or ballads.
Most of these came originally
from Spain and Mexico and deals
with kings, dukes, ~nd nobles,
Robb said.
But, the oldest hispanic folk
song Robb has come across has
been dated in Ninth Century
France. It is called "Gerineldo"

and deals with a story about one
of Charlemagne's pages and a love
affair.
This, and other songs, of course
have changed drastically over the
centuries, Robb said.
Modern ballads, or corridos,

talk more about outlaws, prisons
and the Mexican Revolution and
are dated in the 19th Century, he
add~d.

'
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8·10 PM

-The Marx Brothers

24th

Beauhunks and Blockheads

Closely Watched Trains

8-IOPM

Laurel & Hardy

29-30th

The Reivers

4-5th

I

Come by and say "hello" to , ..
service

~

..-

.

••
4ft

-·

Mississippi plus The Pharmacist

8-IOPM

-W. C. Fields

31st

The Haunted Palace

ll-12th

La Strada

8-lOPM

-Vincent Price &Lon Chaney Jr.

8·10 PM

-byFellini

NOVEMBER
5th
My Little Chickadee plus The_
Fatal Glass of Beer

17-18-19th Genesis IV
6-8-10 PM

24th

Wait Until Dark

• NEED A NEW WATCH

J

-W. C. Fields

6th

Never Give A Sucker An Even
Break ·plus The Dentist plus
The Great McGonicle

OCTOBER
1st
Duck Soup plus The Tramp

8-IOPM

-W. C. Fields

7th

The General

8-IOPM

-Marx Brothers and Charlie Chaplin

8-IOPM

-Buster Keaton

2-3rd

Zabriskie Point*

12th

Viva Max

8-IOPM

B·IOPM

8th

13-14th

Passion of Anna*

B·IOPM

B·lOPM

9-10th

I Vitelloni

"'... 8-10 PM

-More Fellinj

La Dolce Vita

19th

The Secret War _of Harry Frigg

B·lOPM

20-21st

The Boys In the Band

15th

Casablanca*

8-IOPM

-Humphrey Bogart

16-17th

A Man Called Horse

DECEMBER
3rd
Citizen Kane

22nd

The Bank Dick plus The Barber
Shop

B·IOPM

-by Orson Welles

4-5th

8-IO·PM

-W. C. Fields

Charly*

8·10PM

8-10PM

• . • • See Butterfleld

..

I

\
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• STUDENT CREDIT ••• SURE!

I

8-lOPM

Barbarella*

8-IOPM
MAY WE HELP?
• NEED THE CORRECT TIME

..,

.·.f

.....,..,.

jeweler~

!

'i

8-IOPM

lOth

8-IOPM

Hello Froshl
HI Sophomores
Greetings Juniors
Seniors, Hoi
Grads , •• Faculty

The Seventh Seal

8-IOPM

8·10PM

25-26th

your
personal

(applied toward purchase price.)

Robb also said many ballads
mention the date of their origin in
the actual words of the song.

23rd

THIS IS THE PLACE •••
ACROSS

i

i

J

Next Shipment of Bicycles
Due About October 1st.
Place your order now.
$5.00 deposit required.

SEPTEMBER
3rd
Room Service

WELCOME BACK!

r

.

ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE

8-lOPM

I

.

3025 CENTRAL NE

Rohb Receives $10)000 Grant to Study Southwestern Song

CAMPUS

:!

.

Hispanic Folk Music Explored

FROM

\\Tith more than 150 dance students enrolling for the fall semester, and the
entire faculty exercise happy. we recommend a visit to the Paris·U~TOWN
Store just a mile east of th~ campus ?n Cent!al. There you wtll lind a
fabulous collection of Capezto ballet shppers, _ughts ~nd l~otards. F.or com·
fort and lon(l' life you just can't heat CapeziO quahty! I•or selectton and
.fitting, you c~n't beat Paris; Ul'\M's friendly neighbor at 3701 Central NE.

'

ij

!l~';, ~~:~d~opper

I

-

Grad Record Exam
Test Dates Given

It costs $4580 to ;;;;nd a G.L to
college ... but ill a lifetime he'll
pay back $38,000 ill taxes he
wouldn't have earned otherwise.

;
Wlten it comes to shoes
): and apparel for the dancer .

A wide varie~y of cultural Thanksgiving include:
UNM Chamber Orchestra, Sept.
eve••ts are planned for the
26• UNM Drama Department
Fine Arts Center this fall
The Popejoy Uall schedule pre~ilntation of two ElAine May
begills with the Albuquerque Civic plays, Adaptation and Next, Oct.
Light Opera production of The 7·10· New Mexico Federation of
WiZard of Oz, Dates are Aug, Musi~ Clubs Music Scholarship
Benefits, Oct, 17 and 29; and the
27-29.
Set for Sept. 16·17 at Popejoy UNM Drama Department
is the Classic Theater production presentation of AU the l{ing's
of William Shakespeare's King Men, Nov. 18·21.
Lear.
The Albuquerque Symphony
Orchestra will give performances
in Popejoy Sept. 24, Oct. 20 and
Nov. 13. The symphony also will
present Young People's Concerts
Oct. 2 and Nov. 20 at Popejoy
Undergraduates and others
Hall. Yoshimi Takeda will direct. preparing to go to graduate school
Two travel films are set for may take the Graduate Record
Popejoy Hall. Colorful ;Korea is Examinations on any of six
the title of the mm to be shown different test dates during the
Oct. 4, and a film on England will current academic year. Tests are
be Oct. 26. The Maria Callas scheduled for Oct. 23, Dec. 11,
movie "Medea" will be shown Jan. 15, Feb. 26, .April 22 and
Oct.16·17.
June 17.
Little Angels of :Korea will be
Fees for the first testing date
presented by the National Ballet are due Oct. 5, with late fees
in Popejoy, Oct. 6. The Los incurring a $3.50 fine. After Oct.
Angeles Philharmonic will 8, there is no guarantee .that
ner(orm .Nov. 19 and the National applications for the October test
Players will present The Miser date can be procC~;~;ed. Choice of
there Nov. 23·24.
test dates should be determined
Scheduled for Oct. 8 is a by the .requirements of graduate
concert by the UNM Orchestra. schools or fellowships to which
Oct. 9 Popejoy Hall will host an one is applying. Scores are usually
ali-day UNM String Clinic. The reported to graduate schools five
UNM Marching Band, under the weeks after a test date.
direction of Fred Dart, will
For further information,
perform0ct.15,
contact the UNM Counseling
A UNM A Cappella Choir Center.
concert will be Nov. 10 and the .
UNM Wind Ensemble will perform
in Popejoy Nov. 17.
Outdoor Writers
The opening University Art
E.
A.
Scholer, profC~;~;or of
Museum exhibition will be
health,
physical
education and
Alexander Archipenko: The
recreation and director of UNM's
American Years. It is set for Aug.
31 through Sept. 26. Featured Center for Leisure and
will be works <:ampleted by the Recreation, has been elected
Rusaian·born sculptor after president of the New Mexico
Outdoor Writers Assn.
becoming an American citizen.
The Outdoor Writers Assn.
Etchillg Renaissance ill France
promotes
outdoor writillg on New
1850·1880 and Etchillgs by
Mexico, assists writers who are
Rembrandt will be on display
newcomers to the state and
from Sept. 5 through Oct. 4.
These will be on loan from the performs similar functions.
Scholer recently authored an
Arizona State University
article on Santa Clara Canyon in
collection.
From Oct. 4 through the end of north-central New Mexico, which
that month selections from the appeared in the June 23 il;!;uc of
Dlinois Wildlife. He has numerous
Collection will be articles, reviews, and book
The Eighth Annual Purchase chapters to his credit.
As director of the Center for
show will be Oct. 11-31 at the
museum. W'Oiks belonging to Leisure and Recreation, Scholer
vari..,u& major galleries and has worked actively with the
museums throughout the United Indians, and especially with the
States will be on display for Santa Claras, toward development
of recreational resources on
purchase by private citizens.
The annual Faculty Show will reservation lands.
be at the museum Nol. 7 through
There are nearly 2,500,000
Dec. 5,
:Keller Hall highlights through motorcycles registered in the U.S.

.

Paris UPTOWN only

• FOR ROMANCE • • , FOR

DIAMONDS

batterllehl MIIJJ/!1111
11///I/IJ//IIII/I/''::'·'····"'"''''"""""""111
/Ill!~ JeUJelerB ·

HOURS;
8:30·4:30 MONOAViHROUGH l'RIDAY. 8:30•12:30 SATURDAY

2312 CENTRAL S.E.
OPPOSlTE YALE PARK

Member f'DIC
NEW MEXICO LOBO

Wednesday, August 25,1971

I
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in the SUB THEATER
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UNM Questions Linger in Wake of Price Wage Freeze
By JOHN HOLMES
No one knows for sure if
President Nixon's recent freeze on
the economy will affe«!t UNM.
· However, some interesting
questions can be raised over the
~,>resent
financial. situation of
.ASUNM.
Since the budget failed passage
twice last year, can certain
allocations be raised over what
they were during 1970·71?
ASUNM President Ken White
and Vice President Jack O'Guinn
are slated for an approximate
$2000 increase in salary. Working
under the assumption that the
budget will pass, they have drawn
their pay at the new rate.
If the lack of a budget means
ASUNM comes under the wage
price restrictions, then White and
O'Guinn _will almost .certainly
have to repay any overages in
salary.
Also, at a meeting on Aug. 4,
the Union Board voted an increase
in prices in the snack bar. The
new prices too'k effect the next
week.
Virginia Ryder, an official of
the Albuquerque Office of
Emergency Preparedness, said as
long as the price changes were
instituted prior to Aug. 15, the
day. the freeze came into effect,
they would hold.
The Lobo raised it's advertising
rates this year. Ms. Ryder said all
contracts signed before the date
of the freeze were good, but any
signed after that had to go back to
the old rates.
Dick Pfaff, business manager
for student publications,
disagrees. He said the Student

Publications Board passed an
increase. last spring and the new
rates were in effect prior to the

ASUNM Committees
Positions are still open on
ASUNM's committees for Cultural
Program, Lobby, National·
International Affairs, New
Student Orientation, Public
Affairs, Radio Board, Student
Court, Student Standards,
Teacher • Course Evaluation,
Committee on the University,
Faculty committees with
student representation still open
are Athletic Council, Campus
Safety, Computer Use, Continuing
Education, Entrance and Credits,
General Honors, University
Committee on Human Subjects,
Library, Registration, and
Scholarships, Prizes, Loans and
High School Relations
Committees.
Positions are also -open for
chairman for Speakers' Bureau,
Elections Commission Committee,
Attorney General, Senate
assistants, Who's Who Chairman,
Research Allocations Committee
and Coordinator for the Drop-in
Center.
Students may apply at ASUNM
offices, upstairs in the Union,

Aug, 15 deadline.
The Publications Board refused
to vote an increase for last year,
trying to make things easier for
advertiser.s, Pfaff said. A hike
became necessar.Y after printing
and paper cost increased. "Now
we may have to operate with rates
that are two years old," he said.
Overall, the picture appears
much the same as before the
freeze.
Student Aids Director, Jack
Sheehan, said scholarships are
probably exempt and work·study
salaries will remain the same.
However, no raises will be given,
Nor should faculty and staff
salaries be hurt, Lawrence Yehle,

director of personnel, reported
that most faculty contracts were
signed last spring. And staff
salaries were set · prior to .the
freeze.
·
George Springer, dean of the
gr11duate school, said graduate
and teaching assistants will not be
affected sinc;:e no raises were
given. "We were granted the same
amount of money as last year,"
Springer said, "and it was either
pay the same or cut back on the
number of people, which the
department heads wo\lldn't stand
for."
In a report to member schools,
John F. Morse, director of the
American Council on Education,

SAid such things as tuition
increases instituted prior to Aug,
15 will not be affected.
Morse said hikes in dormitory
fees would be frozen unless the .
higher rates were in effect during
the summer session or if a de~,>osit
had been placed prior to the ,
deadline .
Also allowed are bona fide
promotions and increases m
certified apprentice and learner's
rates. However, merit and
longevity raises are frozen.
.
Probably the best thing about
the president's wage. price freeze
is, no matter how badly he wants
to, your landlord cannot raise
your rent.

Kiva Club
The Kiva Club will hold its first
meeting of the year on Tuesday,
August 31 at 7 p.m. in the
International Center, 1806 Las
Lomas NE.
All interested Indian students
are invited to attend.
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CLASSIFIED
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.

ADVERTISING
WHERE: Joumalism Building. Room
205, aftemoons preferably or mall.
Cl8811ifted Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

1)

PERSONALS

5)

GIRLS We have your size. Bells by Levi's.
Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE. 2436!154. 9/2

3)

SERVICES

RESPONSIBLE STUDENT will p_xchange
sitting for one small child several hours
a week. Sitter needed mornings. 2434604. 8/26
PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE. Intensive in·
dividualized Instruction in fundamentals,
or tailored to your present level of
achievement, _ by serious professional.
Heavy practice in excellent darkroom.
Lectures, discussiO'Ils1 arguments, field
trips, critiques. Limited to eight very
serious persons. Very near UNM. Call
265-2444. 0/2

4)

FORRBNT

FEMALE share two-bedroom hou;, $70
utilities i.u~luded. 265-3969. 9/2.

5)

FORSALE

---

SHIRTS f Florals, Solids, Stripes, Prints,
Knits, .All in your size. Lobo Men's
Shop, 2120 Central SE, 243-6054. U/2
1950 Cl!EV. PICKUP. New rebuilt motor.
$350. 255·3719 after ll :30.
SAMOYED WHITE HUSKY PUPPIES.
. $75. 265-4198. 9/2 •.
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FORSALE

FIVE NEW STEREO COMPONENT
SETS, These units have AM-FM stereo
receivers W/8 track player, Also come
complete w/separate deluxe Garrard
changer & fout< speaker system. $109.95
cash or terms. United Freight Sales. 3920
San Mateo NE. Open 9 till 9. tfn,
LEVI'S BLUE JEAN BELLS-now avail·
able in every size. Lobo Men's Shop.
2120 Central SE. 24:!·6954. 9/2
TRIUMPH SPITFIRE, 1968, 35,000 mi., 1
owner, v. t:d. condition. Red w/black
interior, radio, luggage rack, wire
wheels, wooden steerin~t wheel. Handles
beautifully-dise brakes, rack & pinion
steering, smallest turning radius of any
sports car made. Must sell because of
growi'ng !amily. $1400, 243-0619, sec it
at 1110-B Wilmoore SE.
JUST RECEIVED a shipment of' 1971
Singer Sewing Machines. These rna•
chines have nevl!r been used and ate
equipped W/zig-zng, mnke buttonholes,
etc. Will be sold for $49 each, cash or
ter:ms. United Freight Sales. 3920 San
Mateo NE. Open 9 til o. tfn

6)

EMPLOYMENT

PART TIME HELP. NEEDED. 11:30 to
1:30 during days plus some night work.
Apply Der Wienerschnitzel, 4201 Central
NE, 8/25
·

COLOR by Deluxe
!ADULTS ON~YI

CiiBuCAFFARO

SHOWING- J:;~

Are you insane?
Do you seek escape?
Would you enioy working long hours at
almost no pay?
Do you find verbal abuse gratifying?
Do you like weird people?
II you are sullicienfly malacliustecJ to answer "yes" to one
or more of the above questions, come in and see us.

The LOBO.needs:
Reporters
Desk men

Copy editors
Proof readers
Lackeys

{Special preference will be given fo those who can write
their name).
NEW MEXICO LOBO

